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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

For HBG Gaming, “responsibility” means supporting a
culture of gaming intended as entertainment, where
playing is a form of pleasure, heeded with awareness
and balance.

T

his is the fourth year that we’ve publish
the Social Report, the internal document
within which we outline our commitment,
as well as the many initiatives we promote in favour
of stakeholders and the entire community, in
collaboration with qualified and reliable partners.
Ours is a young, dynamic company focused on
contemporaneity with an aim towards the future and
key values of transparency, respect, teamwork and
action.
HBG Gaming, as an authorised dealer, has always
offered legal, secure and responsible gaming and
encouraged and implemented strong cooperation
with all institutions, particularly with the Italian
Ministry of Finance, the Italian Customs and
Monopoly Agency, Law Enforcement, and Regions

and Municipalities, in finding effective solutions that
ensure maximum transparency and regularity for the
end user, while respecting all operators within the
sector.
Responsible gaming means playing should be, and
remain, a form of fun and enjoyable leisure. The
Social Responsibility enacted by the entire company
provides HBG Gaming with the awareness that
there remain, nevertheless, critical features related
to excessive gambling by vulnerable parts of the
population. It is therefore the will of the company to
protect and support Consumers through a variety of
initiatives in order to encourage responsible gaming.
Gaming is in its very essence a fun, enjoyable pastime,
and should remain such.
We strongly believe in safe, legal and responsible
gaming and have made the concept of leisure a pillar
in our strategic policies.
In fact, our strategy is based on sustainability, a strong
focus on value systems, product innovation, business
development in an increasingly entertainment-focused
sense, as well as continuous improvement of the
reporting system, as evidenced by the adoption of the
GRI G4 International Guidelines (Global Reporting
Initiative) to further highlight the economic, social
and environmental dimension of our work.
The Report focuses on the centrality of dialogue with
all stakeholders, our true relational capital consistently
at the core of our business model.
Passion, enthusiasm, professionalism, and quality of
service characterise our operation. My thanks go to
the men and women of the HBG Gaming Group that
make this possible.

ANTONIO PORSIA

President, HBG Gaming
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IDENTITY AND LEGALITY

HBG GAMING: A COMPANY FOR LEGAL AND
SUSTAINABLE ENTERTAINMENT

The mission of HBG Gaming is “To create safe, regulated and responsible entertainment with a positive
impact on society”. The term “entertainment” means “to spend time in a pleasant manner”, a pastime, a
leisure, and is related to the concept of fun and free time.
This tendency to seek out forms of
entertainment, also initiating a
distinction between work periods and
rest periods, has consistently been
present in man throughout his history
of evolution.
For the ancient Romans, the otium
and negotium were two key concepts
that
distinguished
two
precise
moments of life: the Latins, in fact,
referred to otium (idleness) as the
time they managed to take away from
business and commitments in order
to dedicate it to leisure and fun
(but also the hours they managed to
devote to literature and studies otia litterata), while the opposite
of fun, leisure and entertainment was
represented by negotium (nec-otium),
in other words, not idle, therefore
characterised by activity, work, and
employment.
The otium itself had no negative
connotation, in fact, particularly
for the highest social classes,
it signified an art, a space of
freedom regarding work obligations,
indispensable to attaining balance
and cultivating one’s intellect.
In this respect, we recall that
the term “School” derives from the
Greek σχολή (scholé), meaning rest
or leisure, precisely. In fact, in
antiquity, this idleness applied
to those free from public affairs,
political life, or war, and for this
reason they devoted themselves to
home life or study.
Among the various forms of relaxation
and leisure, the most common was the
custom of attending spas, circuses or
amphitheatres, but also challenging
others in games of skill or gambling
and betting on races.

The modern concept of entertainment,
closely linked to the evolution of
the concept of free time, changed
course with the industrial revolution
and the emergence of wage and factory
labour. Business no longer solely
followed the rhythms of agricultural
and artisanal work, but rather a
clear boundary between working time
and non-working time was marked:
working time was established and
workers were “legally entitled” to
a portion of time in order to engage
in gatherings, social integration or
cultural growth.
Most forms of entertainment have
undergone transformation throughout
the years due to numerous cultural,
social and technological changes,
whereas
music,
sports,
theatre,
dance, games (to name a few), though
evolved, have continued to represent
the most common practises of leisure
and entertainment.
In
the
twentieth
century,
entertainment became affiliated with
the television show, through the
development of radio, cinema and
television,
which has been, for
decades, one of the greatest forms
of mass amusement and entertainment,
at least in Europe and the USA.
Among the many forms and evolutions
of entertainment and leisure, gaming
has always played a prominent role
in history.
Gaming is in its very essence an
entertainment and enjoyable pastime,
responding
to
multiple
needs;
moreover, the recreational aspect
of human activity correlates to the
time of rest and relaxation, which
represents one of the most important
needs of man.
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GROUP
PROFILE
01

18
Bingo Halls
at 30/06/2017

02

37,471
New Slot machines linked to
its Computer Network

4,798

03
04
05
06
07

VLT installation
permits

ONLINE GAMES
Casino, Poker, Skill Games, Horse-Racing and
Virtual Betting through the channel www.quigioco.it

595
Million in revenue
to the Exchequer

67

Permits to activate and operate the physical network
of gaming establishments for horse-racing and
s p o r t i n g e v e n t fi x e d - r a t e a n d t o t a l i s a t o r b e t t i n g
and simulated event betting

715
Employees
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OUR STORY

HBG Gaming is a young and dynamic company that
has achieved substantial goals in its sixteen years of
market presence:

2000
HBG Gaming emerges on the gaming
market, becoming, in a short time, a
major player in the management of
Bingo halls.

2004
Continues its successful trajectory
by being awarded the New Slot
telematic network activation and
management licence.

2013
Acquires 42 licences to open
establishments for sporting, horseracing, and virtual betting.

2015
Acquires
licences.

10

additional

2003
Significantly increases its market
position in the Bingo sector with the
acquisition of Bingo Plus SpA.

2009
Launches the SmartGames.it portal,
which distributes distance gaming,
including Skill Games, Poker and
Online Casino Games. In 2009,
HBG Gaming acquires licences to
install and distribute 4,798 Video
Lottery terminals on the Italian
market.

2016
betting

By the end of 2016, there are 54
open establishments. The QuiGioco
brand name emerges with an
important role in the betting sector

In addition to the traditional entertainment-based game offering,
HBG Gaming has developed the HBG Pay product to market payment services.

10
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THE GROUP

HBG Gaming is one of the largest Italian
companies in the arena of legal and safe
gaming, regulated by the Italian Customs and
Monopoly Agency.

“To create safe, regulated and responsible
entertainment with a positive impact on society”:
that is the Mission chosen by HBG Gaming, a
company able to contribute to society, generate value
and employment, and comply with the tax revenue
earned by legal gaming.

HBG Gaming is a modern and innovative company,
constantly evolving, capable of handling the
complexity of contemporary reality by investing in
product quality and focusing on sustainability and
social responsibility.
Human capital and technological expertise are
the driving forces behind HBG Gaming, able to
provide products to satisfy a high demand for
security and control as well as to ensure ultimate
consumer protection and transparency of the applied
regulations.

TTransparency in communication
and governance, customer focus and
business partners, participation, sharing
and teamwork, proactive, timely, and
immediate action to ensure effective and
efficient solutions: these are the Values
on which the business strategy is based.
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THE NEW HBG GAMING BRAND

OLD LOGO

NEW LOGO

gaming
In 2016, HBG Gaming chose to grow alongside
the Group in the safe and sustainable gaming and
entertainment industry with a new brand.
Not merely a stylistic revision, it was a new way to
affirm its vision.

The brand restyling decision, inspired
by the previous one and representing
evolution in the wake of continuity, seeks
to tell the idea of a solid, young and
innovative Group looking towards the
future.

12
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CORPORATE STRUCTURE

In 2016, an extraordinary reorganisation of the
Group’s entire Bingo business was carried out with
the transfer of the Bingo branch previously managed
by Bingo Plus Srl, HBG Arcades Srl and Latina Bingo
Srl to HBG Entertainment Srl.

In 2017, HBG Connex SpA will be granted the
holdings of the parent company HBG Gaming Srl
following its incorporation of the three former dealers
of Bingo HBG Arcades Srl, Bingo Plus Srl and Latina
Bingo Srl.

Upon the completion of the operation at 1 December
2016, the sale of the company by Bingo Vip S.r.l. to
HBG Entertainment Srl was carried out concerning
Bingo activity management.

Following these operations, the Group’s entire core
business will be concentrated under the management
of HBG Connex SpA, leaving the parent company in
charge of all corporate affairs.

HBG GAMING Srl

HBG CONNEX SpA

HBG
ENTERTAINMENT Srl

HBG ONLINE
GAMING Srl

IN 2016, THE HBG GAMING CORPORATE STRUCTURE WAS COMPOSED OF:
HBG Gaming Srl: Holding, with management and
coordination functions of the companies that are part
of it;
HBG Connex SpA: telematic network dealer of
Amusement-with-Prize machines (AWP), so-called
New Slot and Video Lottery (VLT);
HBG Entertainment Srl.: a company that
manages Bingo Halls;
Bingo Plus Srl, HBG Arcades Srl e Latina
Bingo Srl: companies that, at 31 December 2016,
control HBG Entertainment Srl;
G&G Srl which controls Bingo Vip Srl;

HBG ACTIVE Srl

HBG PAY Srl

HBG IMMOBILIARE Srl

INNOVALIA Srl

HBG Online Gaming Srl: dealer for the collection
of sporting event, horse-racing and virtual betting
through gaming agencies and for the collection of
distance gaming;
HBG Active Srl: Retail & Gaming Hall
development company;
HBG Pay Srl: the company that develops the HBG
Pay product for the marketing of telephone recharges,
gaming and payment services;
HBG Immobiliare Srl: owner of two operating
properties for the management of Bingo halls;
INNOVALIA Srl: company for the holding and
carrying out of corporate restructuring operations;

2016 SOCIAL REPORT
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BUSINESS AREAS

HBG Gaming bases its organisation on Business Units that best align the needs arising from each reference
market with the fulfilment of dealer engagements:

Bingo Business Unit (from 2001):

Online Gaming Business Units (from 2013):

corresponds to the HBG Entertainment Srl company,
which manages 18 Bingo Halls.

corresponds to the HBG Online Gaming Srl company,
an online gaming dealer (i.e., online Skill Games and
Bingo) and Sporting Event Betting.

AWP/VLT Business Units (from 2004):

Gaming Establishment Business Units (from 2014):

corresponds to HBG Connex SpA, a dealer
in the management of the AWP and VLT
telecommunication network for Amusement-withPrize (AWP) and VLT equipment.

also corresponds to HBG Online Gaming S.r.l.,
additionally being a dealer for the collection of bets
via a physical network, consisting of 67 sporting
event, horse-racing and virtual betting outlets.

The 4 Business Units are joined by 7 Departments to ensure consistent management and
contribution in the proper execution of the Company Mission.
•

Sales Director

•

Information and Technology Systems

•

Legal and Corporate Affairs

•

Retail & Gaming Hall

•

Compliance

•

Administration, Finance and Control

•

Human Resources and Organisation

ORGANISATION CHART

GIUSEPPE CALZOLAIO

MANAGING DIRECTOR

GIUSEPPE SECCIA

GIUSEPPE CALZOLAIO A.I.

COSMA DAMIANO DE ROSA

MICHELE GRAIFF

DANIELE TOSCANO

SALES DIRECTOR

AWP & VLT B. U.

BINGO & ENTERTAINMENT B. U.

GAMING ESTABLISHMENT B. U.

ONLINE GAMING B. U.

CARLO LABATE

INFORMATION AND
TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS

MICHELE BRAGANTINI

GIOVANNI TISCIONE

CLAUDIO ALTOBELLI

BARBARA COLUCCI

GIUSEPPE CALZOLAIO A.I.

RETAIL & GAMING HALL

ADMINISTRATION,
FINANCE AND CONTROL

LEGAL AND CORPORATE
AFFAIRS

COMPLIANCE

HUMAN RESOURCES
AND ORGANISATION
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GOVERNANCE
HBG Gaming has always placed particular focus on the governance system, with the
aim of encouraging an optimal relationship of trust with stakeholders and ensuring,
in the conduct of its activities, the values of transparency and responsibility, which
remain the company’s defining principles.
HBG Gaming Srl is organised according to the
traditional model of governance, which is divided into:

the HBG Gaming S.r.l. Board of Auditors is made up
of 3 members, as follows:

Shareholders’ Meeting

•
•
•

able to pass resolutions in ordinary and extraordinary
sessions on matters attributed to it by law or by charter.

Board of Directors
vested with the broadest powers in the Company’s
administration, with the power to carry out all
necessary acts for the attainment of social aims,
with the exception of acts attributed, by law and by
charter, to the Shareholders’ Meeting.
The Board of Directors is composed of three
members, as follows:
•
•
•

Mr. Antonio Porsia Chairman
Mr. Giuseppe Calzolaio Director
Mr. Salvatore Candido Director

Mr. Giuseppe Calzolaio also holds the role of General
Manager.

Board of Auditors, who are responsible for ensuring:
a)  that the law and the company charter are complied
with, and that the principles of correct management
are followed;
b) the adequacy of the Company’s organisational
structure, its internal control system and accounting
system, also as regards the ability of the latter to
accurately represent management performance and
operating results;
c) sthe adequacy of the measures taken by the
subsidiary companies in relation to the information
provided in order to fulfil their reporting requirements;

Mr. Giovanni Luca Cezza President
Mr. Paolo Omodeo Salé Statutory Auditor
Mr. Marco Tani Statutory Auditor

Mr. Ferdinando Lamanda and Mr. Daniele Di Paolo
fulfill the roles of Substitute Auditor.

External Auditing Company
for all companies, auditing of the accounts is performed,
as required by applicable legislation, by an external
auditing company registered with Consob and appointed
by the Shareholders’ Meeting;
The assigned external auditing company is Deloitte &
Touch SpA.

Supervisory Board
this is a body provided for by Italian Legislative Decree
231 of 2001, which regulates the administrative
responsibility of bodies for crimes committed in
their interest or to their advantage.   HBG Gaming
established its own supervisory board in 2012 to
monitor the effective compliance with the principles
outlined in the Corporate Code of Ethics in order
for these to be translated into daily behaviour in the
performance of activities.
The Supervisory Board of: HBG Gaming Srl, HBG
Connex SpA and HBG Online Gaming Srl is
composed of:
•
•
•

Mr. Luigi Fischetti President
Ms. Barbara Colucci
Mr. Marco Moretti

The Supervisory Board of HBG Entertainment Srl
is composed of:
•
•
•

Mr. Luigi Fischetti President
Ms. Barbara Colucci
Mr. Geronimo Cardia

2016 SOCIAL REPORT
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SHAREHOLDERS’
MEETING

BOARD OF
AUDITORS

MR.
SALVATORE
CANDIDO

MR.
ANTONIO
PORSIA

MR.
GIUSEPPE
CALZOLAIO

DIRECTOR

PRESIDENT

DIRECTOR

BOARD OF STATUTORY
AUDITORS

EXTERNAL AUDITING
COMPANY

SUPERVISORY
BOARD

HBG Gaming Srl
HBG Connex Spa
HBG On Line Gaming Srl

HBG Entertainment Srl

MR.
LUIGI
FISCHETTI
PRESIDENT

MR.
LUIGI
FISCHETTI
PRESIDENT

MS.
BARBARA
COLUCCI

MS.
BARBARA
COLUCCI

MR.
MARCO
MORETTI

MR.
GERONIMO
CARDIA

DELOITTE &
TOUCHE SpA

MR.
GIOVANNI LUCA
CEZZA
PRESIDENT

MR.
PAO LO O M O D EO
SALÉ
STATUTORY AUDITOR

MR.
GIUSEPPE
CALZOLAIO

GENERAL MANAGER

MR.
MARCO TANI
STATUTORY AUDITOR
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VALUES AND ETHICS

HBG Gaming conducts its business within a complex sector, where it is necessary to
work with a strong grounding in ethics in order to pay particular attention to the
interests of all stakeholders.
Ethics is also the motor of innovation at HBG
Gaming, guiding our will to accomplish greater
things and to work in new, efficient and professional
ways, to achieve superior results with an aim to
benefit all.

It is the company’s commitment to act according
to ethical values and rules of conduct that must be
respected in ordinary business management and are
consistent with the Group’s mission: “To create safe,
regulated and responsible entertainment
with a positive impact on society”.

THE VALUES OF THE HBG GAMING GROUP

Teamwork, Transparency and Respect are the values which HBG Gaming puts
into action every single day.
TRANSPARENCY
The company consistently and compliantly works within its corporate values, providing visibility and feedback
on its actions and information. It communicates with a clear and transparent approach, both internally and
externally, promoting a free and respectful information exchange.
Our company makes Transparency one of the pillars on which it bases its business activities, entertainment
proposals, dialogue with employees, as well as relationships with Institutions, Clients and Consumers.
The awareness of our role in the map of Social Responsibility has enabled us to steer ourselves in the fairest
and most virtuous directions within a continuous dialogue with stakeholders.

TEAMWORK

RESPECT

ACTION

The company firmly believes
that participation, sharing
and teamwork aid in personal
growth: the team is more than
the sum of its members.

HBG Gaming is committed to
treating its customers, business
partners and colleagues with
respect, through behaviours
inspired by a sense of responsibility
and honesty. It works in
compliance with legality as well as
internal and external regulations
by promoting and enhancing a
positive impact on the community.

The culture of ‘doing’ is in
our DNA, therefore ACTION
ranks among our guiding
values, in other words, the
ability to act in a timely,
proactive and swift manner,
ensuring effective and efficient
solutions for internal and
external customers as well as
business partners.

It values innovation as well
as professional and personal
diversity, ensuring maximum
results.

2016 SOCIAL REPORT
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OUR MISSION

OUR VISION

“To create safe, regulated and responsible
entertainment with a positive impact on
society”

“To become a leader in terms of quality of
service and entertainment by developing
talent and professional skills”

THE NEW CODE OF ETHICS

In 2016, HBG Gaming developed a new, group-wide Code of Ethics, whose adherence by all recipients is an
essential element for the efficiency, reliability and reputation of Group companies, factors that constitute a
decisive asset for their success and the improvement of the social context in which they operate.
The new version of the Code was adopted by all administrative bodies of the HBG Gaming Group and
forms an integral part of the organisational, management and control models under Legislative Decree 231/01
adopted by the latter. It has been translated into English, posted on the institutional site and distributed to all
new hires.

The Code promptly identifies the following aspects:
RECIPIENTS OF THE CODE: directors, members of corporate bodies, management, employees,
associates, consultants, suppliers, business partners, including technology partners and managers/
individuals of the gaming chain, as well as anyone who, permanently or temporarily, acts on behalf of
the HBG Group or is affiliated with it through a collaborative relationship.
GENERAL ETHICS TO WHICH THE GROUP ASPIRES in the pursuit of all activities:
respect of laws and regulations, fairness and honesty, impartiality, integrity and transparency, social
responsibility, and the promotion of non-profit activities.
PRINCIPLES OF CONDUCT IN BUSINESS AND RELATIONSHIPS WITH THIRD
PARTIES including: anti-corruption obligations and proper management of gifts and donations,
prohibiting conflicts of interest, confidentiality of information and privacy, fairness and legality in
relationships with public administration, conduct criteria in relationships with suppliers and individuals
in the gaming chain based on objectivity, trade-off between quality and cost-effectiveness, and compliance
with internal procedures, regulations and contracts.
PRINCIPLES OF CONDUCT IN ACCOUNTING ACTIVITIES characterised by fairness,
respect of accounting standards, truthfulness, timeliness and transparency.
PRINCIPLES OF BEHAVIOUR TO BE RESPECTED IN INTERNET USE and information
systems to avoid acts that could harm third parties or the corporate image or compromise the security
of information and entrepreneurial knowledge.

18
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In addition, in the new Code version, particular
emphasis is placed on relationships with employees.
Organisational well-being, which consists of
eliminating any possible structural dysfunction or cause
that may give rise to staff conflicts and psychological
discomfort, the importance of meritocracy in career
rewarding and development, continuing education,
workplace safety and the refusal of any kind of
discrimination constitute for the HBG Gaming
Group a valorisation measure of human capital as an
indispensable resource for success.
Lastly, a section dedicated to the principles of
behaviour in the management of lawful gaming
activities was introduced with the aim of providing
the recipients of the Code, and employees in
particular, with guidelines and principles of conduct
to be observed in the management of public games,
to ensure compliance with the prescribed industry
laws and regulations and thus protect the player by
ensuring legal and responsible entertainment.

IDENTITY AND LEGALITY

COMPLIANCE

Fairness, transparency and quality are
key values for HBG Gaming.
Our company is committed to adopting an internal
control system designed to prevent unlawful behaviour
by directors, employees, representatives, and business
partners.
HBG Gaming has a Compliance Department in
order to ensure compliance with laws and verify
internal procedures. In particular, the Department
deals with the regulations of the Italian Customs and
Monopoly Agency, to ensure complete compliance
with legal provisions and a commitment to act in the
interest of legal, safe and responsible gaming.

2016 SOCIAL REPORT
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ORGANISATIONAL MODEL
231/2001

All companies in the HBG Gaming Group have
adopted an Organisational, Management
and Control Model to prevent and combat the
commission of the crimes provided for in Decree
231 through a structured system of procedures and
constant monitoring action on the system’s proper
implementation.

The other 3 models were approved and published on
24.2.2017. The Code of Ethics and Behaviour forms
an integral part of the Organisational, Management
and Control Model and represents the tool that
HBG Gaming employs to translate these values into
principles and behavioural rules to which everyone
affiliated with the company adheres.

The organisational, management and control models
pursuant to Legislative Decree 231/01 of Group
companies that have adhered to the law have been
updated to include new offences and have been
published online and on the institutional site. In
particular:

On 13 June 2016, the Board of Directors of Holding
HBG Gaming Srl approved the new Group Code of
Ethics, which has been translated into English and
published on the institutional website. In addition, a
brochure containing the entire code of ethics as well
as a basic summary of Legislative Decree 231/01
has been prepared and distributed to all HBG
Entertainment Srl employees as of the transfer of the
company branches and is given to all new hires.

•

the risks and related operational and control
protocols regarding the offence of money
laundering are better defined in Art. 648-ter 1 of
the Italian Penal Code;

•

the regulatory reformulation of the false
accounting offence has been transposed;

•

the risk map and its organisational and control
system has been extended to include new
environmental offences (e.g., eco-offences, such
as the environmental crime offence referred to in
Article 452-bis of the Italian Penal Code), this
third point only for HBG Connex SpA, HBG
Online Gaming srl and HBG Entertainment Srl.

The HBG Entertainment srl model was approved
and published on 3.11.2016 (date of transfer of Bingo
concessions by HBG Arcades Srl, Bingo Plus Srl and
Latina Bingo Srl).

FORMATION OF
ORGANISATIONAL MODEL
231

In coordination with the Compliance Department in
the first months of 2016, 4 training sessions of 2 hours
each were carried out among HBG Connex marketing
representatives, new recruits (interns included) and
those not able to attend training in previous years, for
a total of approximately 60 employees.
Tests conducted at the end of each session had a very
high average score, demonstrating the effectiveness of
the training session.

19
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QUALITY AND
CERTIFICATIONS
QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFICATIONS

Since 2009, HBG Gaming has adopted a Quality Management System certified under the ISO 9001
international standard with the aim of providing high quality standards in all stages of service.

2017 saw completion of the migration
process of Quality Management Systems,
already certified under ISO 9001:2008,
in the new version of the ISO 9001:2015
standard.
The ISO 9001:2015 model has been aligned with the
basic structure common to all management system
standards, favouring integration and compatibility,
also through the introduction of new requirements
related to the involvement of all stakeholders and riskbased thinking, which is configured as a preventive
and multidisciplinary management tool in order
to integrate the already consolidated approach for
processes.
The adaptation project for Systems has involved
the introduction of innovative elements and the
active involvement of Management and staff, for the
following activities:
•

context analysis of the organisation, internal and
external factors relevant to the organisation’s
objectives, identification of stakeholders and
related expectations;
PRESENTATION TO MANAGEMENT
INVOLVEMENT OF PERSONNEL

SGQ GAP ANALYSIS

•

definition and implementation of actions in
order to address and control business risks and
seize opportunities, integrating them into process
planning.  

At present, Group companies certified under the new
ISO 9001:2015 standard are:

• HBG Connex SpA

which has obtained Certification for the “Network
operational execution and implementation for the
telematic management of lawful gaming”

• HBG On Line Gaming Srl

which has obtained the Certification for the “Design
and provision of functional services in the running
of public games through a physical network of
establishments”

RISK AND OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS
ACTIONS TO CONFRONT RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

CONTEXT ANALYSIS

VERIFY SYSTEM COMPLIANCE

DOCUMENT REVISION

JUNE 2016

CERTIFICATION AUDIT
MAY 2017

COMMUNICATION

ISO 9001: 2015 ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS
EXISTING SGQ ANALYSIS

RISK ANALYSIS

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL FACTORS
STAKEHOLDERS SGQ BOUNDARIES

INTERNAL AUDIT

SYSTEM DOCUMENT UPDATE
REVIEW PROCEDURES

HBG ONLINE GAMING ESTABLISHMENTS (MARCH 2017)
HBG CONNEX (MAY 2017)
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SERVICE QUALITY ASSESSMENT

Customer satisfaction represents, for HBG Gaming, an important success factor, and is one subject to annual
survey by the administration of a questionnaire compiled via access to a dedicated web platform.

QUALITY OF SERVICES
AVERAGE

5

SATISFACTION

LEVEL

4.33

4.20

4.11

AWP
M A NA G E R S

HA L L
M A N A G E RS

GAMING
E S T A B L I S HM E N T
M A N A G E RS

4
3
2
1
0

Overall
satisfaction is
4.21, equal to
84.2% of the
maximum
achievable score.
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Below are the results of the survey conducted on the satisfaction of certain types of customers regarding the service provided.
ASPECTS OF SERVICE

AWP MANAGERS
Survey objective: the satisfaction of AWP
Managers regarding the service delivered
in 2016, with particular emphasis on the
following aspects of service:
The survey was conducted between 12
December 2016 and 13 March 2017.

AVERAGE SATISFACTION

HBG DESK APPLICATION FUNCTIONALITY
SALES AGENT AVAILABILITY
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENT AVAILABILTY
CUSTOMER CARE AGENT AVAILABILITY
CUSTOMER CARE TELEPHONE SUPPORT
HD TELEPHONE SUPPORT
HBG STAFF COMPETENCE AND PROFESSIONALISM
HBG STAFF COURTESY AND AVAILABILITY
REGULATORY INFORMATION AVAILABILITY
UPDATE COMPLETION SUPPORT, ETC.
ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE MANAGEMENT TIME
1,5

1

ASPECTS OF SERVICE

HALL MANAGERS
Survey objective: the satisfaction of Room
Managers regarding the service delivered
in 2016, with particular emphasis on the
following aspects of service:
The survey was conducted between 12
December 2016 and 13 March 2017.

Survey objective: the satisfaction of
Gaming Establishment Managers regarding
the service delivered in 2016, with particular
emphasis on the following aspects of service:
The survey was conducted between 21
November and 21 December 2016.

2,5

3

3,5

4,5

5

4,5

5

4,5

5

4

AVERAGE SATISFACTION

REGULATORY UPDATE AVAILABILITY
REGULATORY COMPREHENSION SUPPORT
HBG STAFF COMPETENCE AND PROFESSIONALISM
HBG STAFF COURTESY AND AVAILABILITY
INSPIRED IN-HALL* ASSISTANCE
SPIELO IN-HALL ASSISTANCE
NOVOMATIC IN-HALL* ASSISTANCE
EASE OF CONTACT WITH MY AREA REPRESENTATIVE
PERIODIC* VISITS
LAUNCH* TRAINING
HELP DESK OPERATOR COURTESY AND AVAILABILITY
HELP DESK ADVANCED TROUBLESHOOTING UPDATE
EAST OF CONTACT WITH HELP DESK DEPARTMENT
COMMERCIAL SUPPORT IN CONTRACTUAL PHASE*
1

GAMING
ESTABLISHMENT
MANAGERS

2

1,5

ASPECTS OF SERVICE

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

AVERAGE SATISFACTION

ON-SITE ASSISTANCE
MONITOR AND TV SITE ASSISTANCE
ON-SITE VISIT TRAINING
ON-SITE VISIT COMMERCIAL ASSISTANCE
COMMERCIAL TELEPHONE* ASSISTANCE
ADMINISTRATIVE TELEPHONE* ASSISTANCE
REGULATION* UPDATE SUPPORT
1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

The survey results are generally good and based on positive reviews, demonstrating a continuous and consistent
search for improvement in HBG Gaming in order to provide quality assistance, support and services.
Data analysis, in addition to identifying possible areas of improvement, has made it possible to map priorities of
intervention through a methodology based on satisfaction parameters, expressed with the importance attributed
to the examined aspect.
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The Company intends to increase response rates to questionnaires in 2017 through
a modification in the delivery period, which currently coincides with a particularly
challenging period for Customers in terms of adapting to new regulations (late and
early year).
CERTIFICATION OF THE INFORMATION
SECURITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

In 2017, HBG Gaming achieved another significant milestone
by obtaining the ISO 27001: 2013 Certification, an international
standard that aims to maintain the availability, confidentiality
and integrity of the processed information, including logical,
physical, and organisational aspects of security.
HBG Connex SpA has obtained Certification for
the “Operational management and support system
operation in the use of legal gaming devices with
cash prizes: AWP (Amusement With Prizes) and VLT
(Video Lottery Terminal).”
This certification attests to the high level of security
of the platforms and therefore of the games offered
to the client, guarantees data confidentiality, and also
offers greater guarantee for service continuity by
reducing cyber risks.
HBG Gaming is continually seeking solutions in
order to consistently improve the business offering.
For this reason, it believes the adoption of a formal
Information Security Management System related
to the AWP and VLT administrative processes and
management systems should act as a facilitator for:

•
•
•
•

Perpetuating a virtuous process of continuously
raising the security level of platforms and
therefore of the gaming level offered to customers;
Strengthening the relationship of trust with its
stakeholders through the adoption of increasingly
secure systems;
Ensuring service continuity through the reduction
of cyber risks and consequent reduction in
negative impacts;
Distinguishing itself in its reference market,
creating added value.

OTHER PROJECTS

In early 2016, the HBG Gaming Group launched
a project aimed at OHSAS 18001 certification for
Health and Safety in the workplace.

OHSAS 18001 Certification helps develop and maintain
a management system aimed at continuous
improvement in order to ensure optimal working
conditions and reduce the risk of occupational
accidents, injuries and illnesses.
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THE GAMING
MARKET

In 2016, the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) increased by 0.9% compared to 2015 and
consumption increased by 1.2%.
Consistent with GDP performance, overall gaming
collection in 2016, based on data from the Italian
Customs and Monopoly Agency, recorded an increase
of 95.9 billion Euro, with an increase of 7.720 million
Euro (+ 8.75% compared to 2015).

Net expenditure on gaming machines (i.e., net
winnings) resulted in higher growth than the
previous year, the percentage higher with respect
to the Italian economy’s ‘cycle’, equal to 1.9%.

The HBG Gaming Group operates in the gaming with cash prizes market, regulated
by the Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency.
NUMBER OF DEALERS / PERMITS

GA M IN G C AT EGO RY

N UMB ER O F DEA L ER S

SPORTING EVENT AND HORSE-RACING GAMING

247

ONLINE GAMING DEALERS

92

TOTALISER NUMBER GAMES

1

LOTTO AND LOTTERY

1

BINGO HALLS

206

COMMA 6a AND 6b MACHINES

12
Source: 2016 Blue Book - Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency
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GAMING WITH CASH PRIZES SECTOR

200,000

DI RECT EM PL O Y EES IN T HE GAMING SE C TOR

1 8 0 , 00 0

PERS O N S EM PL O Y ED I N T HE INDUSTRY

100,000

PO I NT S O F S AL E - PHY S I CAL NE TW ORK

350

O N L I NE CHAN NEL

1 5 0 , 00 0

S ECT O R CO M PANI ES (IN CL U DING H ARDW ARE AND SOF TW ARE MANUF AC TURE RS, TOBAC C O SH OPS AND OUTL ETS)

9 5, 9 69

M I L L IO N S I N EU RO - T O T AL COLLE C TION OF SE C TOR

80 . 1 3 %

PERCENT AGE O F WIN NERS

1 9 . 069

B IL L I O NS O F EU RO - NET EXP E NDITURE OF PLAYE RS

1 0 . 07 5

B IL L I O NS O F EU RO - CO L L ECTION TO TH E E XC H E QUE R

Source: WHITE PAPER ON PUBLIC GAMING (LIBRO BIANCO DEI GIOCHI PUBBLICI) carried out by ACADI and 2016 Blue Book Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency

GAMING VOLUME NATIONAL SUMMARY

CO LLEC T ION

GAME

WINNING S

PLAYER EXPENDITURE(*)

EXCHEQ U E R(* * )

2015

2016

2015

2016

2015

2016

2015

2016

NEWSLOT

25,963

26,324

19,279

18,841

6,683

7, 4 8 3

3,375

4,608

VLT

22,198

23,103

19,534

20,337

2,664

2,767

1,110

1,271

COMMA 7

230

236

n.d. (**)

n.d. (**)

230

236

18

19

BINGO

1,598

1,602

1,124

1,135

474

467

176

192

HORSE-RACING GAMING

636

608

455

437

181

171

30

28

SPORTING EVENT GAMING

5,592

7, 5 0 5

4,807

6,566

785

939

203

189

TOTALISER NUMBER GAMES

1,055

1,580

380

849

676

731

487

468

LOTTERIES

9,063

8,981

6,603

6,549

2,460

2,432

1,353

1,336

LOTTO

7, 07 7

8,093

4,794

5,025

2,283

3,068

1,179

1,809

DISTANCE TOURNAMENT SKILL GAMES

727

755

656

685

71

70

22

14

CARD GAMES HELD IN A DIFFERENT FORM
FROM THE TOURNAMENT AND FIXED-ODDS
GAMES OF CHANCE

12,502

15,231

12,091

14,721

411

510

72

102

VIRTUAL BETTING

1,067

1,166

887

974

180

192

36

38

BETTING EXCHANGE

541

784

538

781

3

3

0,5

0,8

TOTAL

88,249

95,969

71,147

76,900

17,102

19,069

8,071

10,075

Source: 2016 Blue Book - Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency Year 2016
Organisation, Activity and Statistics

Data in millions of Euro | N.B. Comma 7 winnings are non-cash rewards

(*) Given by the difference between collection and winnings. The player’s expenditure does not include the withdrawal on dormant accounts and the
6% tax on winnings totalling approximately: 372 Mln for 2015 and 397 for 2016.
(**) The data relating to the Exchequer does not include dormant accounts and the 6% tax on winnings and the additional quota provided for in Art.
1, Paragraph 649, Law 190/2014, totalling: 372 Mln for 2015 and 397 for 2016.
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2016 COLLECTION DIVISION

80 .13%
WINNINGS

1 0. 5 0%
EXCHEQUER

9.37%
GAMING
OPERATORS

Source: 2016 Blue Book - Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency Year 2016
Organisation, Activity and Statistics

The sum of the share for the Exchequer and the Gaming Operators provides the
Actual Player’s Expenditure
In recent years, due to the contrast of unlawful, irregular and unauthorised gaming and the modernisation of
public gaming, there has been an emergence of legal gaming leading to the collection of 61.4 billion in 2010
to almost 96 billion In 2016.
GAMING EXPENDITURE

Expenditure is the actual cost for players, considering
a large part of the collection is returned to players in
the form of winnings.
The actual gaming expenditure between 2012 and
2016 has varied little: 18.3 billion Euro in 2012, 19.1
billion in 2016.

Despite increasing collection, Regulation has expected
an increase in gaming payout.
While in 2012 we had an actual cost of 0.21 cents
for each Euro played, in 2016 this value fell to 0.199
Euro.
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PLAYER’S EXPENDITURE

GA M E

201 6

NEWSLOT

7, 4 8 3

VLT

2,767

COMMA 7

236

BINGO

467

HORSE-RACING GAMING

171

SPORTING EVENT GAMING

939

TOTALISER NUMBER GAMES

731

LOTTERIES

2,432

LOTTO

3,068

DISTANCE TOURNAMENT SKILL GAMES

70

CARD GAMES HELD IN A DIFFERENT FORM FROM THE
TOURNAMENT AND FIXED-ODDS GAMES OF CHANCE

510

VIRTUAL BETTING

192

BETTING EXCHANGE

3

Source: 2016 Blue Book - Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency

Data in millions of Euro

Player’s expenditure is broken down according to current industry regulations:
•
•
•

State in the form of taxes;
Dealer agents of the gaming offer;
Other individuals authorised to offer gaming
products.

Between 2012 and 2016, the actual expenditure for
taxes to the Exchequer increased, from 43.9% to
52.8%. The remaining portion, 47.2% in 2016, to all
individuals managing gaming activities.

2012-2016 BREAKDOWN OF EXPENDITURE BETWEEN
E X C H E Q U E R A N D G A M I N G O P E R A T O R S [Percentage]

2 01 2

201 3

201 4

201 5

201 6

EXCHEQUER

43.9%

46.9%

4 7. 0 %

4 7. 2 %

52,8%

GAMING OPERATORS

56.1%

53.1%

53.0%

52.8%

47, 20%

Taken from the 2014–2015-2016 Blue Book - Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency
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EXCHEQUER REVENUE

GA M E

201 6

NEWSLOT

4,608

VLT

1,271

COMMA 7

19

BINGO

192

HORSE-RACING GAMING

28

SPORTING EVENT GAMING

189

TOTALISER NUMBER GAMES

468

LOTTERIES

1,336

LOTTO

1,809

DISTANCE TOURNAMENT SKILL GAMES

14

CARD GAMES HELD IN A DIFFERENT FORM FROM THE
TOURNAMENT AND FIXED-ODDS GAMES OF CHANCE

102

VIRTUAL BETTING

38

BETTING EXCHANGE

0.8

Source: 2016 Blue Book - Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency

Data in millions of Euro

(*) The data does not include dormant accounts and the 6% tax on winnings and the additional quota provided
for in Art. 1, Paragraph 649, Law 190/2014, totalling 397 Mln for 2016.

2016 STABILITY LAW

The overall collection was influenced by the 2016
Stability Law (Law 28 December 2015, No. 208),
which has led to significant regulatory changes in
the sector, particularly for Amusement with Prize
Machines (AWPs).
From 1 January 2016, the applicable taxes have
increased from 15% to 17.5% for AWPs and from 5%

The Gaming Sales Network is present in Italy
with 206 Bingo Halls, 85,025 establishments
with New Slots, 4,934 VLT halls, plus several
tens of thousands points of sale for Fixed-Odds,
Horse Racing, Sporting Event, Lotto and Lottery
Competitions, etc., as indicated In the table.

to 5.5% for VLTs. In addition, AWP payout was set to
no less than 70% (it was 74%).
Lastly, with regard to the issuance of new nulla osta
AWPs, it is stipulated that no nulla osta issuance is
permitted for machines not serving as substitutes for
others in operation.

New Slots declined by 2.6% in 2016, compared to an
increase in establishments of 2.1%. VLTs increased
by 3.7% and halls by 1.5%.
Between 2015 and 2016, we’ve seen a total reduction
in all establishments, with the exception of minimum
increments for VLT Halls, Establishments with New
Slots and Sporting Event Establishments.
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GAMING MARKET PERFORMANCE

Overall collection after a slight contraction from 2013 to 2014 has subsequently recovered
in the last two years.
The value of the compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) remains positive in the period between 2012
and 2016, equal to 3.2% (from 88.6 billion Euro in
2012 to 95.7 billion Euro in 2016).

The sharp contraction of Poker Cash (-14%) and
tournament games (-8%) was more than offset by the
significant rise of Live Casino (+32%), resulting in
substantial growth in distance games.

Amusement with Prize Machines (AWPs), after the
decrease in 2013 and 2014, have been rising steadily
in the last two years and confirm the leadership of
such machines in absolute values, with 51.7% of the
total collection for the entire market in 2016.

Also positive was the impact of sporting event betting
(+34%) driven by online sporting event betting
(+42%), which has exceeded the physical collection
effect and contributed to the positive CAGR value
in the last 5 years + 17%. For other sectors in 2016,
there was a further reduction in Lotteries (-0.9%) and
Horse-Racing (-4.4%). Lotto recovered further (+
14.4%).

New Slots had a growth of 1.4% and VLTs of 4.1%.
In just 8 years with the introduction and legalisation of
online poker, distance gaming has reached significant
levels of collection and continues to grow after the
increase in 2015.

Bingo presents a slight reduction in the amount of
1.602 billion Euro (-0.2%) compared with 1.598
billion Euro in the previous year.

GAMING SALES NETWORK BY GAME TYPE

BI NG O

F IX E D
O D DS

TOTA L ISE R
NUMBER
GA M E S

H O R SE-R ACI N G G A MI N G

YEAR

BINGO
HALLS

POINTS
OF SALE

GNTN
POINTS
OF SALE

HORSE-RACING
GAMING POINTS

SPORTING
EVENT
GAMING
POINTS

SPORTING
EVENT GAMING ESTABLISHMENTS

SPORTING
AGENCIES

LOTTO
OUTLETS

LOTTERY
POINTS
OF SALE

2015

208

9,758

35,073

3,687

4,609

1,326

1

34,029

64,458

2016

206

9,159

33,881

3,397

4,431

1,333

1

33,920

62,975

DIFFERENCE

-1 .0%

-6.1%

-3.4%

-7. 9 %

-3.9%

0.5%

0%

-0.3%

-2.3%

SP O RTI N G EV EN T G A MI N G

LOTTO AND LOTTERY

amusement with prize sector excluded

AMUSEMENT WITH PRIZE SECTOR SALES NETWORK

CO M M A 6 M AC H IN ES

CO MME 6B MACHI N ES

(NEWSLOT)

(VLT)

CO MMA 7
MACHI N ES

YEAR

NEWSLOT

ESTABLISHMENTS
WITH NEWSLOT

VLT

VLT HALLS

MACHINES

2015

418,210

83,307

52,349

4,863

108,669

2016

407, 323

85,025

54,266

4,934

104,886

DIFFERENCE

-2.6%

2.1%

3.7%

1.5%

-3.5%

Source: Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency:
2015 and 2016 Organisation, Activity and Statistics
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LEGAL GAMING NUMBERS IN ITALY

Referring to the inaccuracies that may sometimes characterise the data related to legal gaming,
the Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency believes that it should clarify the following in
order to better outline, as is its institutional role, the information framework in this area.

In 2016, Italian gaming expenditure
was equal to approximately € 19
billion (in terms of GDP, just under
one percent) and not 96 billion as was
written, confusing Collection (that
is, the total bets) with Expenditure
(which is obtained by deducting the
total winnings of the corresponding
period from the annual Collection).
In 2016, the winnings also amounted
to approximately € 77 billion.
Expenditure,
in
other
words,
corresponds to what the gaming
community loses in the reference
period. Such a significant amount of
winnings, most of which is not high,
tends to be spread among a multitude
of winners.
Expenditure should be considered to
comprehensibly measure the incidence
of taxation, even when the rates
formally refer, as a taxable base,
to Collection.
Let’s examine the first example of
the so-called VLT (Video Lottery)
industry. This gaming sector is taxed
at 5.5% on Collection.
The average payout rate in the
sector is 88%. This means that, upon
deduction of the winnings for every
100 Euro played, only 12 remain
available to be taxed; therefore, a
5.5 point taxation takes away almost
half the taxable amount (45.8% of
expenditure), the remaining amount
available within the business chain.

The second example applies to socalled AWPs, slot machines found in
both bars and tobacco shops.
For the Slot sector, whose taxation
is set at 17.5% of collection, the
percentage of winnings is equal to
70% and current taxation is 58.3%
(17.5 / 30 x 100). More generally,
today’s total industry tax - about
10 billion Euro - exceeds 52% of
expenditure (10/19 x € 100 billion).
The total revenue of the business
chain - net of taxes on gaming - is
approximately € 9 billion. These are
not profits, but revenues. To obtain
business profits, operational and
financial management costs should
be subtracted. Direct taxation also
affects profits.
Lastly, with regard to so-called
“compulsive
gambling”
data,
the
Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency
has promoted, in order to make use of
a nationally homogeneous source, a
comprehensive and thorough research
initiative by way of a complete
epidemiological investigation.
On
the
subject,
there
is
an
important collaboration with the
Italian National Institute of Health
(Istituto Superiore di Sanità).
It is hoped that acquiring the survey
results by the current year will help
bridge the cognitive gap separating
us from other European countries.

Adapted from: Press release of 13 February 2017 by the Italian Customs & Monopoly Agency
Clarifications by the Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency on legal gaming “numbers”
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REGULATORY FRAMEWORK AND THE FIGHT
AGAINST ILLEGAL GAMING

The Italian public gaming system was imposed
between 2000 and 2005 with the aim of bringing
skill games with illegal, irregular and unauthorised
winnings within a legal sphere.
The model adopted by national legislation for the
management of gaming with cash winnings stipulates
that “the organisation and operation of skill games
and fixed-odds competitions for which there is a
reward of any kind and for which a sum of money is
required for participation are reserved by the State”
(Legislative Decree No. 496 of 1948).
Therefore, the State (acting through the Italian
Ministry of Finance entrusted with everything related
to gaming organisation and management) defines
gaming requirements, features for points of sale, the
percentage of winnings and the amount relating to
applicable taxes.
By this logic, individual private operators have the
option to pursue operation activity for gaming only
following specific permits by the State.

activities of dealers and ensuring gaming security,
legality and transparency.
It should be recalled that the Italian gaming industry
model is at the forefront, and is not only taken as a
reference point by many other European countries,
but also as a legislative model for Europe, in view
of a common regulatory framework for which the
European Commission has advocated.
Effective collaboration between the State, Dealers and
Trade Associations as well as dialogue with territorial
institutions has also enabled great technological
development in the industry and employment growth
nationwide.
According to the WHITE PAPER ON PUBLIC
GAMING carried out in 2016 by ACADI - The
Dealers’ Association of Entertainment Equipment the products of the Italian gaming system are offered
through two distribution channels:
•
•

The physical network, consisting of nearly
100,000 points of sale
The online channel, with about 350 sites
offering gaming and managed by legally working
operators in the market.

In 2002, the functions of regulation, qualification,
coordination and control were executed by the Italian
State Monopolies, and since 2012 the management of
the Gaming Market has been entrusted to the Italian
Customs Agency, which has incorporated the Italian
Independent Authority for the Administration of
State Monopolies, assuming the name of the Italian
Customs and Monopoly Agency.

There are approximately 150,000 businesses in
the industry, including hardware and software
manufacturers, tobacco shops and outlets, where
gaming is complementary to the main business activity.

The primary functions of the Italian Customs and
Monopoly Agency are enforcing gaming legislation,
granting permits and licences, monitoring the

Employees exceed 200,000, of which 20,000 are
directly employed in the gaming sector and 180,000
within the industry.
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The State’s presence in the public gaming sector,
in addition to ensuring a flow of revenue to the
Exchequer, primarily pursues the aim of ensuring
legality, protecting the health of players and
countering the criminal degeneration of gaming
activities, while also protecting the industry from
an economic perspective. It is essentially motivated
by the need to create safe gaming environments by
monitoring and prohibiting potentially gamingrelated illegal phenomena (theft of revenue for the
Exchequer, money laundering, fraud, lack or reduced
payout returned to the player), as well as controlling
the social impacts of gaming with particular regard to
the most vulnerable categories.
Today, illegal gaming in Italy is represented by gaming
with cash prizes offered outside the distribution
channels granted in concession.
Over the last few years, the cultural context centred
around the gaming and entertainment sector has
undergone significant metamorphosis.
There has been a movement of profound change,
where progress has evolved from a regulation-free
context, in which the bulk of proceeds were managed
by criminal organisations, to an era of gaming with
cash prizes within a framework of legality and public
control.
However, despite the contrasting activities, the
illegal gaming phenomenon remains dangerous and
widespread today. Still in accordance with ACADI
(on the basis of data provided by the Italian Finance
Police), while displaying various characteristics and
dynamics based on the sector, it is possible to estimate

that illegal gaming in the Italian social and economic
framework, in 2015, still had an economic value of
more than 25 billion Euro.
The fight against illegality represents a priority for
the entire sector; also from the player’s perspective,
it constitutes a primary and fundamental form of
protection and is possible thanks to gaming industry
regulation.
Dealers within the safe and legal gaming market,
regulated by the Italian Customs and Monopoly
Agency, offer consumers an entertainment service
that complies with well-defined regulations, including:
prohibiting gaming access to minors, reporting the
odds of winning for each type of game, and ensuring
the amount and payout of winnings, preventing
excessive and unauthorised gaming behaviour by
disclosing informational material and providing
assistance, and monitoring the security of systems and
platforms in accordance with the standards required
by the Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency.

HBG Gaming, as an authorised dealer, has
consistently offered legal, secure and responsible
gaming, encouraging and implementing strong
collaboration with all institutions, particularly with
the Italian Ministry of Finance, Italian Customs and
Monopoly Agency, Law Enforcement, and Regions
and Municipalities, in finding effective solutions that
ensure maximum transparency and regularity for the
final user, respecting all operators in the chain.
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HBG GAMING
MARKET
HBG Gaming offers Bingo, Entertainment Equipment
(New Slot and Videolottery, “VLT”), and Online Gaming and Betting.
In 2016, the HBG Gaming Group’s total collection
was 4.712 billion Euro, with an increase of 158
million Euro, or 3.5% more than the previous year.

HBG GAMING COLLECTION

2 01 2

201 3

201 4

201 5

201 6

BINGO

125.6

114.4

114.3

114.0

113

NEWSLOT

2,552.7

2,335.1

2,306.0

2,382

2,438

VIDEOLOTTERY

1,157

1,766

1,888

2,028

2,118

ONLINE GAMING

9.5

9.2

8.7

9.1

12.5

PHYSICAL BETTING

N/A

N/A

9.4

21.0

30.2

TOTAL

3,844.8

4,224.7

4,326.4

4,554.10

4,712

Data in millions of Euro

TOTAL GAMING COLLECTION

2 01 2

2 01 3

201 4

201 5

201 6

88,572

84,611

84,460

88,249

95,969
Data in millions of Euro

MARKET SHARE

2 01 2

2 01 3

201 4

201 5

201 6

4.3%

5.0%

5.1%

5.2%

4.9%
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COLLECTION TREND YEARS 2012-2016

M€

BINGO

M€

NEWSLOT

2012

125.6

2012

2,552.7

2013

114.4

2013

2,335.1

2014

114.3

2014

2,306.0

2015

114.0

2015

2,382.0

2016

113.0

2016

2,438.2

M€

VIDEOLOTTERY

ONLINE

GAMING

M€

2012

1,157

2012

9.5

2013

1,766

2013

9.2

2014

1,888

2014

8.7

2015

2,028

2015

9.1

2016

2,118.3

2016

12.5

M€

BETTING

2014

9.4

2015

21.0

2016

30.2
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In 2016, tax revenue from HBG Gaming was 594.9 million Euro, an increase of 91.1
million (18.1%) compared to 2015 and 181.1 million (43.8%) compared to 2014. It
represents 60.5% of net players’ net expenditure, due to the difference between
collection and winnings.
HBG GAMING – PLAYERS’ NET EXPENDITURE
2 01 2

201 3

201 4

201 5

201 6

VIDEOLOTTERY

121

191

220

238

246.6

NEWSLOT

631

584

583

610

696.6

BINGO

37

34

34

34.2

33.8

PHYSICAL BETTING

0.0

0.0

1.8

3.8

5.6

ONLINE GAMING

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.4

TOTAL

789.8

809.1

839.5

886.3

983
Data in millions of Euro

TAX REVENUE FROM HBG GAMING COLLECTION
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TAX REVENUE OF PLAYERS’ NET EXPENDITURE
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HBG GAMING – NET PLAYERS’ EXPENDITURE AND TAX REVENUE
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TAX R E V E N U E F R O M H B G G A M I N G CO L L E C T I O N
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BINGO

“Bingo, based on the extraction of ninety numbers,
derives from Lotto and is very similar to the traditional
‘tombola’ played by Italian families.
The name ‘Bingo’ has a curious origin: deriving from
a game similar to tombola, practised in Georgia, called
‘Beano’ (Bean, in English, and ‘fagiolo’ or ‘chicco’ in
Italian) due to the dried beans used to cover the extracted
numbers on the sheet.
The first one to cover all the numbers on the sheet with the
dried beans  would shout ‘Beano!’ to claim the winnings:
one lucky winner shouted ‘Bingo’ instead of ‘Beano’,
either out of excitement or uncertain pronunciation.
Control of the game is reserved for the State, which exerts
it, starting in 2000, through the Italian Administration

of the State Monopolies (now the Italian Customs and
Monopoly Agency). The Agency grants the game
in concession to private individuals, who make the
necessary investment, provide the appropriate business
tools and manage the game according to regulations, the
observance of which is constantly verified and designed to
protect the public.
Italian law aims to provide the game of Bingo with
features of entertainment, socialisation and leisurely use,
substantially differentiating it from other games, primarily
based on individual behaviours and distance, both
physical and temporal, between the timing of the game
and that of winning”.
Source Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency
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It’s entertainment that is close to home, perfect for spending free time, socialising and having fun, playing safely and
in full compliance with the law.  By the end of 2016, HBG Gaming managed 17 of the best Bingo halls in the Italian
market, with over 5,715 seats, 798 between New Slot and Video Lottery on the inside and corners dedicated to sporting
event and virtual betting collection. A new hall was added in 2017.
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GAMING, FUN, FOOD
PTo respond to the needs of an increasingly demanding
market, the Group’s halls have been transformed on
the inside into advanced gaming halls that boast a new
entertainment experience.
In addition to Bingo, there are new and different types
of gaming, from AWP to Video Lottery, as well as
other activities, such as catering, aimed at promoting
socialisation and sharing, still with the aim of ensuring
responsible gaming.

All Bingo, AWP and VLT gaming environments are
equipped with air-conditioning, background music, and
offer smoking and non-smoking rooms.
They radiate with knowledge and are designed with a
comfortable set-up to maximise the gaming experience
and ensure total relaxation for customers, representing
the top market offer.
Enjoy delicious food, attend fun shows and participate in
prize events and competitions, always able to rely on the
helpful, friendly, professional and accommodating staff.

In 2016, the Group’s Bingo Halls generated a total amount of 478 million Euro, up 4.5
million Euro (+ 1%) compared to 2015 and 16.7 million (+3.6%) compared to 2014.
HBG
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The HBG Gaming Group’s Bingo collection in 2016 was 112.7 million Euro, representing 7.03% of the market share.
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“The functionality of Bingo halls in order to promote responsible gaming”
In 2016, the ASCOB (Bingo Dealers Association [Associazione Concessionari Bingo]),
including HBG Gaming, as a founding partner, promoted nationwide research to understand
and assess whether Bingo halls could constitute a gaming with cash prizes public model
capable of preventing the risk of compulsive gambling, a model that could extend
beyond the Bingo-specific offer.
Research was conducted by the New Social Pathologies Unit of the University of Florence,
coordinated by Franca Tani and Massimo Morisi in the departments of Political and
Social Sciences and Health Sciences, and the results of the work were presented on 26
June 2017 in Florence.
Research involved more than 800 players distributed among varying regions and
highlighted the existence of a close relationship between “responsible gaming” and the
gaming “environment”, confirming the value of Bingo halls as entertainment venues with
a natural propensity for hospitality, socialisation and customer protection.

The entertainment equipment sector has undergone
remarkable changes over the last few years, marked
by continuous and consistent growth. From a role of
secondary importance to a leading role within the
entire sector, with a total collection of approximately
50 billion Euro in 2016, up 67% from the approximately
30 billion Euro collected in 2010.
The tremendous growth of entertainment equipment
is driven primarily by technological progress, which

has allowed the introduction on the market of a new
generation of safer and more varied gaming machines.
HBG Gaming is one of the companies selected by the
Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency (ADM), based on
a public disclosure procedure, for network implementation
and conduct in the telematic management of lawful
gaming in entertainment equipment provided for in
Article 110, Paragraph 6 of the Consolidation Act
on Public Security (TULPS- Testo Unico delle leggi
di pubblica sicurezza), referred to in Royal Decree 18
June 1931, No. 773 and subsequent modifications and
addenda.
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NEW SLOT AND VIDEO LOTTERY

Industry regulation
With numerous legislative, regulatory
and
administrative
provisions
implemented between 2003 and 2004,
the Italian Parliament and Government
have established an Italian gaming
management model with entertainment
equipment.
The choice for this sector was to
entrust several operators with the
implementation and management of
telematic networks in the offer
and control of legal gaming with
entertainment equipment.
This decision was based on the multiconcession model.
Industry regulation has affected a
pre-existing illegal market of very
large proportions: videopoker. At
the time, unlawful equipment was
estimated at about 600,000 units
and the establishments involved in
gaming distribution equalled at least
150,000.
The
collection,
obviously
uncontrolled by the State, exceeded
20 billion Euro per year with winnings
for players below 60% of the sums
involved, resulting in high earnings
for operators active in the country’s
illegal, black economy.
In July 2004, following a public
disclosure procedure, ten operators
were identified to be entrusted with
the “public activities and functions
for the network implementation and
conduct in the telematic management
of lawful gaming in entertainment
equipment and related activities and
functions” for five years.

The full application of the concession
system was launched on 1 November
2004.
With the expiry of the permits issued
in 2004, a new call for tenders was
launched in 2011, through which
thirteen dealers were selected to
operate until March 2022.
Today, the sector consists of two
distinct products:
AWPs (Amusement With Prizes) or
entertainment equipment with cash
prizes described in Paragraph 6 (a)
of Article 110 of the T. U.L.P.S.
Video
Lottery
Terminals
(VLTs),
i.e., the equipment described in
paragraph 6 (b) of Article 110 of the
T. U.L.P.S.
Each
product
possesses
varying
technical and commercial features,
placing it within its own specific
market segment (as it is aimed
at a well-defined and distinct
group of players). In essence, the
legislature, providing regulation
over the years for the two products
in all their aspects, has in fact
ensured a reduced overlap between the
games.
For VLTs, the legislature has imposed
a distributing model based on points
of sale dedicated to gaming, unlike
the AWPs that can be installed in any
commercial venue (specialised or not
specialised in gaming), in compliance
with quota restrictions.

White Paper on Public Gaming - ACADI
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NEWSLOT

New Slots or AWPs - Amusement With Prizes, are the
entertainment equipment regulated by T. U.L.P.S.
HBG Gaming, through its subsidiary HBG Connex
S.p.A., connects to its 37,471 New Slot telematics network
distributed among 9,372 establishments with over 500
partner managers.

The entertainment equipment with cash prizes sector
originated in 2004 and has since gained a great deal of
success. Today, we have a total of 418,200 nulla osta New
Slots distributed throughout the country.
Operation was assigned in 2004 to 10 dealers selected
by the Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency following
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a public call for tenders, who operate within the market
according to varying business models. In 2011, a new call
for tenders was held and 13 dealers were selected until
March 2022.
New Slots represent the most significant sector in the
Italian market, accounting for over 27.4% of total
public gaming collection and 51.5% of entertainment
equipment collection.
The business model followed by the HBG Gaming Group
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in the New Slot market is characterised by a predominant
orientation to the provider model, with a share of
equipment installed in directly operated Bingo Halls.

Manager
The manager is the owner/holder of the New Slots,
holding the licence provided for in Art. 86 and/or 88 of
the Consolidation Act on Public Security and as a contract
holder with the dealer, in possession of the requirements
set forth in the Decree of 17/05/2006 Third Parties in
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Collection. It carries out activities related to the provision
of New Slots, to their operation and in the collection of
remaining sums for the dealer.

Operator
The operator is the holder of the establishment in which
the New Slot is installed, equipped with appropriate
facilities and capacities, in possession of the requirements
set forth in the Decree of 17/05/2006 Third Parties in
Collection.

Distribution of New Slot collection
The total sums introduced on each device since 2016 are
intended for at least 70% redistribution in the form of
winnings, as 17.50% goes to the Exchequer for applicable
taxes (PREU- Prelievo Erariale Unico) (it was 15% in
2015), 0.80% to the Italian Customs and Monopoly
Agency as a security deposit and a licence fee, while
the remaining proceeds will be paid to members of the
chain, on the basis of contractual arrangements with the
reference dealer.

In 2016 the total market amounted to 26.324 billion Euro, with an increase of 1.4%
compared to the previous year. HBG Gaming achieved a total of 2.438 billion Euro, with a
market share of 9.3%.

NEWSLOT GAMING CHAIN
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The dedicated service offered by HBG Gaming
to its business partners is one of the company’s
strengths: structured on numerous levels and
consisting of a Customer Service, Technical
Help Desk and a Specialist Team.

Experience, preparation and quality of service are the core
values on which HBG Gaming has, for years, founded
relationships with its business partners, whose needs are
always heeded with quick and effective responses.

Te l e m a t i c n e t wo r k
The network connecting the New Slots is the ultimate
in innovation: designed by Ericsson Telecomunicazioni
SpA, based on technologically advanced criteria, it
enables real-time monitoring of equipment, conveying
gaming data to the dealer system and control system of
State Monopolies.

HBG Desk Portal
Desk is the web portal dedicated to remote management
of New Slots. Equipped with a clear, intuitive interface, it
allows the operator to carry out all operations in just a few
clicks, 24 hours a day, without any time limits. There is
also an App version for the web application available for
smartphones and tablets.
There are multiple features offered, allowing you to
manage administrative procedures, inquire and detect
location and New Slot and PDA counters, view and print
reports, and more.
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VIDEOLOTTERY

Video Lottery Terminals, or VLTs, were introduced to
respond to the need for a safer and more enforceable
game; this response was possible thanks to technological
advances in the field of automation and electronics.
They were introduced in Italy for the first time by Law
2008, No. 184 and effectively placed on the market with

the so-called Abruzzo Decree. The Italian Customs and
Monopoly Agency has defined the maximum number
of installed VLTs, equal to 14% nulla osta (Article 38 Law 388/2000), held on 12 August 2009. Compared to
the AWP chain, the VLT product sees a chain in which
the Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency maintains
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INSPIRED VLTs

VLTs have a chain in which the Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency maintains control of the points of sale terminals.
Dealers play a central role in game management, particularly from a technological and product point of view.

control of terminals and individual games (in the context
of licensing management of gaming systems) and the
control of points of sale, together with various police
forces.
Dealers play a central role in the game’s production
and management, particularly from a technological and
product point of view, in addition to the legal and tax
liabilities arising from the concession system.

The characteristics of VLTs, whether intrinsic or
derivative, vary widely from current AWPs.
For VLTs, legislation has defined a distribution model
based on points of sale dedicated to gaming, while New
Slots may be present in any commercial venue.
For VLTs, the minimum payout set by law as of 2016 is
85%, while the PREU tax is 5.5% (it was 5%) and the fee
plus the security deposit is 0.8%.
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Altogether, the Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency
has issued 60,567 installation permits.
The equipment in operation at 31 December 2015 are
53,300 placed in 4,863 specialised points of sale.
(ACADI White Paper on Public Gaming)

The HBG Gaming Group obtained, in accordance with
the requirements of the Public Notice of 15 September
2009, authorisation to install 4,798 video terminals.

By the end of 2016, there were 466 licensed gaming
rooms. Gaming operator partners are Novomatic,
Spielo and Inspired.

In 2016, the overall market reached 23.103 billion Euro in collection, an increase of 4.1%
with regard to the previous year. HBG Gaming has a collection of 2.118 billion Euro, with a
market share of 9.2%.

VIDEOLOTTERY GAMING CHAIN
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Support, Platform and Infrastructure
HBG Gaming offers tailor-made solutions for all your
needs, meeting any Video Lottery demand: installation,
testing, software and hardware support, and marketing.
The solutions offered are cutting edge, utilising dedicated
broadband connections to ensure network connectivity
stability and maximum security.
Within every single gaming hall, a local control system is
installed, which ensures simple and effective management
of the hall equipment: terminal, user, authorisation and
alarm management; management of game parameters
and jackpots; management of statistics and reporting on
all activities; remote game control and downloads.

Games and Payment Systems
Game libraries include titles of international success and
titles designed and developed specifically for the Italian
market, thereby offering an array of choices to the Hall
manager, to satisfy even the most demanding of players.
Video Lottery payment systems are the safest and most
widely distributed on the market, based on Ticket (TITO:
Ticket-In, Ticket-Out).

V LT M a n a g e r Syste m ( V M S)
This is the online solution dedicated to hall managers,
through which you can manage hall reporting; view game
reports and winnings, view PREU account statements,
Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency fees, etc.; print
the periodic statement of account and the daily reports of
one or more halls for specific periods.

My HBG
My HBG is the App for smartphones and tablets that
allows you locate all halls within the HBG Gaming circuit,
geolocating them based on your location.
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BETTING

The system for betting establishments is based on licences
to private individuals, with the additional need to obtain
a police licence.
In 1998 we had 330 licences for horse-racing and sporting
event betting, as well as 41 racecourses.

Sporting event gaming, in turn, is subdivided into fixedrate bets, totaliser bets and betting pools. Those based
on horse-racing are, on the other hand, distinguished
between fixed-rate and totaliser horse-racing bets,
National and International Horse Racing and horseracing betting pools.

In 2000, the first licences for horse-racing and sporting
event gaming management were issued according to the
current regime.

Betting on virtual events is a fixed-rate game, introduced
at the end of 2013, in which the bookmaker wagers on
simulated sporting events, generated by a random system.

Between 2000 and today, there has been an expansion
in licence number, as explicitly stated by the Granting
Authority, seeking to shut down the unregulated market.

These bets represent a gaming mode lacking the ability to
make predictions; the virtual bet is therefore characterised
by a greater entertainment component based on graphic
appeal, frequency of play, and the usability obtained
through gaming modes such as soccer championships.

The total number of licences authorising the acceptance
of bets equalled 16,186 at the end of 2015.
Today, the betting market is characterised by a variety of
products: sporting event gaming, horse-racing gaming
and betting on simulated events.

The sporting event and horse-racing chain is characterised
by the presence of two distinct players who contribute,
together, to the gaming offer: dealers and points of sale
managers.
Taken from the White Paper on Public Gaming - Acadi
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HBG Gaming, to meet the needs of those customers who traditionally prefer entertainment within establishments,
has expanded its offer by participating in the selection via the concession system of public gaming establishments, by
opening 54 gaming shops aimed at the collection of sporting event, horse-racing and virtual betting. They are present
in almost all Italian regions, with a particular concentration in the Centre-South area. Within the shops featuring
the QuiGioco brand, in addition to the possibility of betting on numerous sporting events, horse races
and virtual games, there are also other gaming products such as New Slot and Video Lottery. A bar area,
smoking and non-smoking rooms and a recharging service for the Smartgames.it site’s gaming accounts
are additional services offered to the customer. QuiGioco shops provide players with a real-time quote display
system as well as a satellite TV system to broadcast live images of sporting events or horse races.

In 2016, HBG Gaming presented a new and complete product
proposal with the QuiGioco brand, intended for Points of
Sale, Gaming Halls and Betting Agencies.
For Points of Sale and Gaming Halls of Business
Partners, HBG Gaming offers QuiGioco Point,
a newer, more contemporary “entertainment
point” with a full range of gaming products to
be enjoyed through innovative technologies.
“QuiGioco Point” is designed to offer the
end customer an environment where clear and
instant gaming products and other services can
be enjoyed: automatic cashiers, self service
terminals; payment and recharge services,
HD screens, as well as mobile devices and
apps to highlight the strong technological
component.

The “QuiGioco Point” proposal is aimed at
HBG Gaming Business Partners that seek
to create high-tech points of sale and
optimise the invested resources. The HBG
Gaming solution is aimed at optimising
and facilitating the management of all
activities borne by the gambler or point
of sale manager.
For retail, QuiGioco is an entertainment
area with AWPs and VLTs as well as new
spaces dedicated to Sporting Event,
Virtual and Live Betting.
Alongside retail, there is an online offer:
QuiGioco is also online: the new QuiGioco.
it portal offers all Casino, Poker and
Skill Games and, in particular, betting
via “Sportsbook 2.0” with the innovative
“Smart Trolley” and “Instant Bonus,” to
spend immediately on the platform or
share on social networks. This is a bonus
generating system designed to improve
gaming experience.
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ONLINE GAMING

QUIGIOCO.IT

THE

ONLINE

GAMING

PORTAL

Through the www.quigioco.it portal, HBG Gaming offers anyone with an internet
connection the chance to have fun from the comfort of their own home, at any time.
Registered users can bet on sporting events and horse-racing, play with online Slot
Machines and Bingo, or participate in Texas Hold’em tournaments, even in Cash mode.
The gaming platform, both advanced and reliable, guarantees high security standards
in full compliance with the legality and requirements of State Monopolies.

HBG Gaming offers a full range of distance games with
cash prizes, including, in addition to skill games, Sporting
Event and Horse-Racing Betting, Casino Games such as
Roulette, and Slot Machines, as well as new virtual betting
events launched In 2014.
Distance gaming dealers, connected in real time to
the centralised Italian Customs and Monopoly system
that oversees the game and calculates the tax due, are
committed to ensuring:
•
•
•

the security of gaming;
the return of winnings at a minimum percentage,
fixed by law, and dependent on the game type;
the transparency and confidentiality of processed
information.

Each individual player, suitably identified according
to the rules in force, has a gaming account that can be
powered via electronic payment instruments such as
electronic purses, bank credit cards, PostePay cards and
wire transfers, or prepayments for sale at participating
establishments.
Winnings may be collected at any time via wire transfer,
reloading of PostePay cards and electronic purses, or

in cash, but only for small amounts by booking their
withdrawal at QuiGioco stores.

www. q u i g i o co . i t
This is the new platform dedicated to end-users of HBG
Online Gaming, launched in August 2016.
The gaming site has been designed to enhance
entertainment and sharing between players with the use
of the Social Bonus: promotions that allow you to play,
have fun, and immediately take advantage of free replay
coupons, or share them with friends.
The goal is to simplify and make access easier to gaming
establishments for people playing with middle and low
amounts.
On the site there is also information, statistics and
predictions shown in order to enrich, in addition to the
contents, the simple proposition of betting odds.

HBG Gaming, as a Dealer, has adopted the
Services Card for ADM distance gaming.
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Based on the 2016 experience, 2017 will see a complete
restyling of the gaming platform layout, making it even better.

Other additions will include the Multitable Casino, the
VIP area and the insertion of the new betmarket module.

We will have a new and more eye-catching graphic layout,
an optimisation of site upload time and a customisation
option of certain interface elements for users.

Lastly, the mobile website has seen many updates that
have been highly appreciated. Currently, approximately
35% of players play on the mobile platform.
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GAMING, ARONICA
(Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency)

“Increasing expenditure in gaming and research.
Advertising that serves to distinguish between lawful and unlawful gambling”

“Compared
with
other
European
countries, we are in a high position
for expenditure, with few exceptions
like the UK, where there is a great
passion for gaming, we cannot say
how much the offer induces gaming
consumption, and in any case, the
Government has already decided to
reduce the number of devices. It is
said that Italians “burn through”
90 billion on gaming, where the
figure is not only 5 times the actual
expenditure, but the fact that the
expenditure is destined for lawful
entertainment is also ignored.”
This is what Alessandro Aronica,
deputy director general of the
Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency,
said at the “Gaming in Italy, a
Comparable
Industry
(Gioco
in
Italia, un settore a confronto)”
ongoing conference in Milan. “Not
all players who were prevented from
finding gaming halls and agencies
would go online, only partially. I
don’t believe advertising serves the
gaming industry, but instead serves
to distinguish unlawful gaming, at
least as far as online gaming is
concerned.
This year - said Aronica - dealers
will have to spend a large amount to
increase the quality of gaming and
research, in order to obtain current
data on pathological gambling and the
effectiveness of prevention tools.
For example, are we certain that
the distance metre serves to reduce
pathological gambling or does it not
only affect the occasional person? I
cannot give an answer, but I can ask
the researchers,” he concluded.

Source: AGIMEG, 19/06/2017
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HBG GAMING &
ITS STAKEHOLDERS
The term stakeholder, or bearers of interest, indicates those who may affect or be affected
by the business.
The stakeholders of HBG Gaming:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

SHAREHOLDERS
REGULATORS AND INSTITUTIONS
BANKS
OUR TEAM
GAMING CHAIN
OUR PARTNERS

CONSUMERS
CATEGORY ASSOCIATIONS
PRINT AND MEDIA
ENVIRONMENT
THE COMMUNITY

THE IDENTIFCIATION PROCESS OF
HBG GAMING STAKEHOLDERS

In 2015, HBG Gaming redetermined the mapping
of its stakeholders with regard to the previous year,
through meetings with corporate functions, to identify
existing relationships with stakeholders in Group
activities.
In 2016, activity for the identification of key
relationships, joint activities and engagement in
progress continued during the meetings in the
development and drafting of the Social Report.
The process of defining materiality is the tool used
to identify the relevant issues to be adequately
communicated to stakeholders within the Social
Report.
Themes are analysed based on internal and external
relevance.

To assess internal relevance, the various themes
are analysed through interviews with Department
Heads and Business Unit Heads, evaluating for each
individual theme:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the present and future implications of a financial
or non-financial nature;
the impacts on strategies, policies, processes,
relationships and commitments;
the impacts on competitive advantages or
management excellence;
the likelihood that risks and opportunities will
arise, or potential long-term or short-term
impacts, and the severity of the implied impact.

To evaluate external relevance, the impact of every
single topic on the primary stakeholder categories is
analysed through:

The Working Group responsible for the drafting of
the Social Report carries out, as a first phase, the
identification of all material themes, with each topic
then analysed with reference to the importance for
HBG Gaming (internal relevance), as well as the
varying stakeholder categories (external relevance).

1.

This process is repeated and updated every year as
part of the drafting process of the Social Report.

3.

2.

the identification of relevant industry issues,
through benchmark analysis and study of the
most significant industry publications;
Interviews with the departments responsible for
managing relationships with varying stakeholder
categories and analysing stakeholder information
requests;
a media analysis to evaluate the issues for which
HBG Gaming was cited by the media.
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The result of the activities described is represented by
a materiality matrix, from which the most relevant
themes emerging are those related to
regulatory compliance, responsible gaming
initiatives towards gaming end-users and

personnel management policies, including
activities intended to promote workplace
health and safety.
The various themes are divided into social,
environmental and business areas.

MATERIALITY MATRIX

Relevance to HBG Gaming
HIGH

Re sp on si b l e g a m i n g a n d
p rote cti on of m i n ors
Cre a ti n g e con om i c a n d
fi n a n ci a l v a l u e
Com p l i a n ce wi th
re g u l a tory f ra m e work
Re l a ti on sh i p wi th
i n f orm a ti on b od i e s
W ork p l a ce h e a l th
a n d sa f e ty

Re l a ti on sh i p wi th
th e ch a i n

Ta x a ti on
con tri b u ti on

Sta ff
d e v e l op m e n t

D i a l og u e wi th
con trol b od i e s

Tra n sp a re n cy a n d
b u si n e ss i n te g ri ty

Soci a l re sp on si b i l i ty
i n i ti a ti v e s

R e l ev a n c e f o r S t a k e h o l d e r s

Sta k e h ol d e r
Engagement

Se rv i ce
q u a l i ty

Corp ora te
G ov e rn a n ce

MEDIUM
Management of
environmental impacts

P re se n ce i n
i n d u stry a ssoci a ti on s
Su p p l i e rs
( tra n sp a re n cy /se l e cti on cri te ri a )

LOW
LOW

MEDIUM

SOCIAL AREA

ENVIRONMENTAL AREA

HIGH

BUSINESS AREA
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THE PRIMARY INSTRUMENTS
OF ENGAGEMENT
•

INSTITUTIONAL DOCUMENTS: BALANCE SHEETS OF GROUP
COMPANIES - CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS SOCIAL REPORT

•

WEB SITE

•

“PLAY SENSIBLY” BLOG

•

SOCIAL NETWORK: LINKEDIN, FACEBOOK, TWITTER

•

WEB AREA: INTRANET COMPANY - PORTAL SUPPLIERS

•

INSTITUTIONAL PRESENTATIONS

•

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION ANALYSES
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GRI G4

The GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) is a body designed to
develop an accounting system for the reporting of business
and organisational sustainable performance.
In 2013, it presented the GRI G4, the latest version of
the accounting guidelines for social and sustainability
budgets.
The standard reveals the economic, social and environmental
results to the Stakeholder.
The G4 Guidelines outline the principles and methodology
for reporting Social Responsibility and represent an
international reference for all companies that intend to
communicate sustainability actions and policies as well as
the impact they have produced.
HBG Gaming’s 2016 Social Report was prepared in accordance
with the Global Reporting Initiative’s Reporting Guidelines,
in their G4 version.
According to the coverage of standards and indicators
associated with material aspects, the GRI G4 adherence
level is “in accordance - core”.
The topics addressed in the document reflect the results
of the materiality analysis developed according to the
methodology indicated and updated annually.
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LEGAL AND
RESPONSIBLE GAMING
HBG Gaming has always provided legal, safe and responsible gaming; encouraging and
fostering strong collaboration with all institutions, particularly with the Italian Ministry
of Finance, Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency, Law Enforcement, and Regions and
Municipalities, in finding effective solutions to ensure maximum transparency and
regularity for the end-user, respecting all operators in the chain.
PROHIBITED
TO
MINORS

PLAY
SENSIBLY

HBG Gaming operates within the safe and legal
gaming market, regulated by the Italian Customs
and Monopoly Agency, and offers its consumers
an entertainment service established among welldefined regulations, including: prohibition of gaming
to minors, communicating the odds of winning for
each type of game and ensuring the amount and
distribution of the winnings; preventing excessive
and unauthorised gaming behaviour by disclosing
informational material and providing assistance, and
monitoring the security of systems and platforms in
accordance with the standards required by the Italian
Customs and Monopoly Agency.
Responsibility and proper gaming culture cannot
ignore legality and security, which are based on
technological expertise, innovative capabilities
and the offering of state-of-the-art services and
infrastructures, in order to ensure, beyond consumer

QUI GIOCO:
LEGAL
AND SAFE

satisfaction, the absolute inviolability of transmissions
to gaming devices as well as the central control system.
HBG Gaming is aware that sustainability and
competence are two aspects of an increasingly
complex reality that must evolve in parallel. Since its
inception, the Company has embarked on a path of
social, economic and environmental sustainability, inline with its business objectives.
Since 2012, the “Play Sensibly” Responsible Gaming
Project has been in motion, a programme that aims
to promote clear and comprehensive communication
on gaming in order to facilitate informed choices,
providing information regarding the risks of
unaccompanied gaming behaviour and paying
particular attention to consumers who may be more
exposed to gaming risk.
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The focus of the programme, which is reflected in
a number of integrated initiatives, is prevention,
which includes awareness raising, the diffusion of
knowledge, and the proper training of insiders,
both for corporate staffing and as a business partner
network. In 2016, new design logos and the restyling
of claims were carried out, and the communication
aspect was also addressed in order to reach all
stakeholders more easily through the use of more
immediate language as well as social media channels,
such as Facebook, Twitter and Linkedin, in addition
to traditional channels.

HBG Gaming, as an Authorised Dealer,
implemented a Development Plan
shared with the Italian Customs and
Monopoly Agency for the activation
of communication and informational
initiatives for responsible gaming, which
was carried out in 2016.

PROTECTION OF MINORS

With regard to online gaming, the Quigioco.it portal
by HBG Gaming guarantees absolute compliance
with the prohibition of minors through the gaming
management system, which ensures full compliance
with current regulations.

The protection of minors is one of HBG Gaming’s
primary commitments, which is carried out through
control activities in its Bingo halls, providing the
broadest circulation and advertising regarding the
prohibition of children under the age of 18, and in
areas immediately in front of the building entrance,
through the “Prohibited to anyone under 18 years
of age” message found on the advertising of each
product, the informational material relating to legal
and responsible gaming, as well as on the Video
Lottery games and the dealer’s website.

It is strictly forbidden for minors to register and play
on the Site. Gaming by minors is prevented via the
process of registering and validating the user on the
platform, as registration requires the Italian fiscal
code and a valid document to attest identity.

In addition, HBG Gaming carries out the monthly
publication of an informative message on the
prohibition of minors in print and online, on HBG
Gaming social channels (Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin),
the hbg-gaming.it website and the Giocaconlatesta.it
blog.

The platform has an automatic age-tracking system
through the Italian fiscal code, which excludes
registration for those without the proper age
requirements. In addition, self-declaration is required
by the player in the early stages of registration,
providing proof of age.
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TRAINING ON LEGAL AND
RESPONSIBLE GAMING

HBG Gaming believes that nurturing a legal and responsible gaming culture is critical,
in addition to providing proper information to end-users on gaming, focusing on the
training of all players in the field, personnel and those of the industry chain.
HBG Gaming consistently employs staff with a
particular focus on those who interact more with
the public on the issues of Pathological Gambling
(PG) through the support of specialised companies,
providing tools for the development of individual and
professional skills of identification for problem players,
and primary intervention for players regarding PG
through referral to specialised facilities.

HBG Gaming has also progressively involved the
entire business partner network with a Managers
Training Program that has the dual purpose of
transferring a culturally sensitive PG theme to gaming
environments and providing the necessary tools for
managers and employees to facilitate the problematic
player in accessing the helpline, associations and
structures to guide and assist him/her.

Below are the most significant training initiatives on the legal and responsible gaming theme launched in 2016.

TRAINING COURSE FOR SLOT AND VLT
HALL MANAGERS
Nel 2016 HBG Gaming ha promosso a Teramo il
The first Abruzzo training course for the slot and
VLT hall managers and in conjunction with Article 1
- Human Resource Services Company and the As.tro
Association.
Legal, healthcare and communication professionals
have provided the floor management personnel
with the most effective information tools in order
to provide adequate knowledge of the regulations
currently governing daily operations, as well as the
relationship with institutions, the dealer and the
player, with the goal of enriching the training
and professional development of legal
gaming operators.

The course was divided into four modules:
The Main Technical Features that Distinguish Entertainment
Equipment (VLT and New Slot) and the Legal Gaming
system in IIaly, by Giada Patarini, Head of HBG
Gaming Customer Service; Regulatory Review of the
Roles and Responsibilities Provided by the Hall Supervisor,
by the lawyer Michele Franzoso, head of the As.Tro
Association’s Research Centre; The Sociological Impact
of Gaming: How to Recognise and Prevent Pathological
Gambling Syndrome and Present the Application of the ‘Health
Promotion’ Concept in Gaming by psychologist Benedetto
Micheli; The Communication Policy for a Company Operating
in the Field of Lawful Gaming, by Alessio Crisantemi,
Head of Gioconews.
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TRAINING COURSE FOR GAMING
OPERATORS, “GAMING IN ITALY:
RESIDENTIAL TRAINING FOR GAMING
OPERATORS”
HBG Gaming has been an active participant in the
“Gambling in Italy: Research, Training and
Information” project between the Italian National
Institute of Health (ISS) and the Italian Customs
and Monopoly Agency. The company participated
in the first training course for Dealers: “Gambling
in Italy: Residential Training of Gaming
Operators” delivered by the Italian National
Institute of Health in Rome, from 17-19 October

TRAINING COURSE FOR BUSINESS
PARTNERS ON “PATHOLOGICAL GAMBLING
IN ITALY”
Continuing in 2016 and 2017 will be the specialist
training path for the progressive involvement of the
entire Business Partner Network.
The course was developed in 2015 by the
collaboration between HBG Gaming and Articolo 1,
an HR services company, which has offered its own
educational experience by providing an online course
on the issues of Pathological Gambling.

2016.
In addition, HBG Gaming, at the request of the
ISS, has distributed to gaming operators, through
dedicated channels, a communication regarding
the distance training event organised by the Italian
National Institute of Health, specifically targeted to
them.
The communication was transmitted through a popup within the HBG Gaming web portal and through
the Desk and VLT Manager System, channels that
allow the company to communicate directly and
effectively with all operators.
The training activity will continue in 2017.

The course aims to convey knowledge on
Pathological Gambling, provide tools to
prevent potential risks associated with
pathological gambling and promote legal and
responsible gaming.
Beginning in 2015, e-learning lessons have been
developed and are currently accessible online,
via logins distributed to the entire HBG Gaming
customer network.
At the end of each module are tests and exercises, as
well as a final learning test.
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COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION
INITIATIVES

HBG Gaming companies holding a licence have fulfilled, within the terms indicated, the
requirements of the Balduzzi Decree, such as posting billboards, labels, and providing
information to the gaming industry on the subject of responsible gaming.

AWP STICKERS AND VLT PLATES

(messaggio di avvertimento a norma dell’art. 7, comma 5, del D.L. n. 158/2012, conv. con modific. dalla legge n. 189/2012)
Questo apparecchio è certificato da ADM ed è conforme alle previsioni per il gioco lecito e permette vincite in denaro, computate
direttamente dall'apparecchio in modo non predeterminabile su un ciclo complessivo di non più di 140.000 partite, in modo da non
essere inferiori al 70% delle somme giocate sull'apparecchio all'interno del ciclo stesso.
Per maggiori informazioni su giochi, probabilità di vincita e sulla percentuale della raccolta destinata a montepremi, puoi consultare
il materiale in sala oppure consultare www.agenziadoganemonopoli.gov.it o www.hbg-gaming.it sezione Gioco Responsabile.

Play With Moderation

Phrase posted on all advertising material

Warning messages that HBG Gaming has produced
and distributed throughout the chain, ensuring they
are properly placed.

“Games are strictly forbidden in this hall for
anyone under eighteen years of age.”
Gaming may cause pathological dependency. Play
with moderation. For more information on games,
odds of winning, and the percentage of collections
intended for prizes: www.agenziadoganemonopoli.
gov.it or the Responsible Gaming section of www.
hbg-gaming.it.
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Distribution of the mini-manual
“La Dea bendata ci vede benissimo
(Lady Luck Sees Us Perfectly)”
HBG Gaming distributes to all its business partners
a handbook entitled “La Dea bendata ci vede
benissimo (Lady Luck Sees Us Perfectly)”,
written by Dr. Florinda Maione, psychologist,
psychotherapist and president of S.I.I.Pa.C Lazio
(The Italian Society for the Treatment of Compulsive
Disorders [Società Italiana Intervento Patologie
Compulsive]). This publication aims to provide
accurate information on gambling and its pathological
component in order to raise awareness and increase
protective factors, on the basis that education equates
prevention.  “La Dea bendata ci vede benissimo” can
be downloaded by HBG Gaming business partners
from the Partner Area of their management software.

Implementing an informational
campaign on responsible gaming
HBG Gaming has enacted the “Play Sensibly”
campaign to disseminate information useful to prevent
gambling addiction and promoting responsible game
culture. The information page was published monthly
in industry magazines.
In 2017, a new awareness raising campaign was
presented at the Rimini Trade Fair through two
information totems.
The aim was to involve partner managers, the event’s
primary target, in order to spread awareness for the
need of healthy entertainment and useful information
regarding free prevention and care services offered to
problem gamers.
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PREVENTING THE RISKS ARISING
FROM ILLEGAL GAMBLING

In 2016, HBG Gaming enhanced its activities
to counter illegal and unregulated
gambling, which remains a serious threat
to consumers, in collaboration with the
category Institutions and Associations.

QUI GIOCO:
LEGAL
AND SAFE

HBG Gaming has contributed to the implementation
of the “White Paper on Public Gaming: Focus
on Entertainment Equipment and Betting
through the Physical Channel [Libro Bianco
dei Giochi Pubblici: Focus su apparecchi da
intrattenimento e scommesse attraverso
il canale fisico]” promoted by ACADI (Italian
Organisation of Entertainment Device Dealers
[Associazione Concessionari Apparecchi Da
Intrattenimento]) to which the company adheres and
actively participates.
The White Paper, through an overview of the
context, provides an analysis of the performance of
the gaming market, as well as the dynamics of illegal
gambling and the risks associated with it, consisting
of so-called pathological gambling and exploitation
of minors.
The distribution of the white paper was made
during the presentation on 26 July 2016 at the
Senate Library in Rome, and at the 8th Congress of
“Culture of Safety, Institutional Reforms and
the Fight against Corruption (Cultura della
Sicurezza, Riforme istituzionali e lotta alla
Corruzione)”, organised by the National Police
Force Union, which took place on 30 September
2016.

The White Paper can be downloaded
online at www.acadi.it
In addition, HBG Gaming has produced an
informative stamp that highlights the importance of
responsible playing and only at points authorised by
the Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency.
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DIALOGUE WITH
CONSUMERS
Legality and security are the prerequisites upon which the entire public gaming sector
operates, which, in recent years, has strengthened its actions to combat unregulated
gambling, and has constructed a system for raising the level of social responsibility
and awareness of all industry players, for the diffusion of a measured, moderate and
compatible gaming approach.

HBG Gaming has established a strong appeal for
Social Responsibility, also within the new Corporate
Code of Ethics, where a section on Behavioural
Principles has been introduced in the management
of legitimate gaming activities.
The aim is to provide the recipients of the Code,
and employees in particular, with the principles of
conduct to be observed during the management of
public gaming (of which the Group companies are
dealers of the Italian Monopoly Agency) to ensure
compliance with the obligations prescribed by law and
regulation, thus safeguarding the player by providing
legal and responsible entertainment.
It is the task of the State, and of HBG Gaming as
an Authorised Dealer, to provide consumers with
technological security and transparency in gaming
modes. The computerised gaming system is based
on a technologically advanced infrastructure for
centralised management of all gaming market
operations. This is the case for both physical and
distance gaming.
In addition, HBG Gaming has voluntarily adopted
a formal Information Security Management System
related to AWP and VLT gaming administrative
processes and management systems, obtaining ISO
27001:2013 Certification.

This certification attests to the high level of security
of the platform and therefore of the games offered to
customers, the confidentiality of data, and an improved
guarantee of the continuity of services, through the
reduction of computer risks. In this approach, HBG
Gaming aimed to strengthen the relationship of trust
with all Stakeholders and Consumers, distinguishing
itself from the reference market.
In the dialogue established with the Consumer/
Stakeholder Consumer, HBG Gaming has identified
the main areas of intervention and protection.
Therefore, the Company is committed to:
•
•
•
•

Ensuring the prohibition of minors, always and everywhere;
Promoting Responsible Gaming;
Preventing excessive gaming behaviour;
Communicating, informing and assisting players.

In order to facilitate the continuity of the relationship
and the direct dialogue with its Customers, HBG
Gaming has, in recent years, been able to use
communication tools that are particularly effective
today, such as the Internet and social networks,
through which actions taken in the various areas
of intervention are made known, and assistance is
provided to anyone in need, whether the individual
himself/herself or through the support of family and
friends.
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PROMOTION OF
PREVENTIVE ACTIONS
ON THE INTERNET AND
SOCIAL NETWORKS

On the www.hbg-gaming.it site, a section dedicated
to Responsible Gaming has been developed, available
to all users, where materials on Responsible Gaming
can also be downloaded.
In this area of  the company site, a brief, very
widespread and reliable self-evaluation test may be
taken, developed by the South Oaks Gambling Screen,
which is used to identify pathological gamblers.
Note that a diagnosis of this type may only be given
by a licensed psychotherapist; however, this test
can still provide a useful indication of whether or
not gambling problems are present. The brochure
contains information on the S.I.I.Pa.C. toll-free
telephone number to contact if the final test score
indicates the need to contact specialists for further
details.
The test is also offered in paper format in the Gaming
Hall.
Regarding operators, within the portal dedicated to
them, all the material inherent to responsible gaming
and the communication material intended for the
protection of minors and the prohibition of gaming
access have been made available in downloadable
format.

SOCIAL PERFORMANCE

INFORMATIONAL
MESSAGES ON SOCIAL
CHANNELS: FACEBOOK,
TWITTER, LINKEDIN

In 2016, the use of new channels intensified.
The CSR office of HBG Gaming   has managed
the periodic posting of messages (posts) within the
community aimed at promoting HBG Gaming’s
initiatives for the dissemination of a safe and
responsible gaming culture, in the prevention
of pathological and potentially harmful behaviours,
the protection of minors, and the maintenance of a
consistent dialogue with its stakeholders.
The HBG Gaming Group accounts that also have
commercial purposes and perform marketing
activities, such as Bingo Halls, prohibit access to user
profiles under the age of 18.
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BUILDING THE
WWW.GIOCACONLATESTA.IT BLOG

In 2016, HBG Gaming decided to launch a community-based communication tool
designed to facilitate conversation and debate with stakeholders and to provide useful
advice and suggestions in order for gaming to remain exclusively a leisure opportunity,
which should never degenerate.

Thus, the idea of the Blog was born, a highly
interactive tool that allows for constant dialogue
with all Stakeholder categories and is also capable
of reaching customer groups that are generally more
difficult to intercept.
The Blog provides periodic publication of articles on
a variety of topics, with the general aim of stimulating
reflection on the concept of entertainment and the

dissemination of a safe and responsible gaming
culture, in order to prevent pathologies and potentially
damaging behaviours.
In the “Useful Information” section of the Blog,
contacts to identify the facilities and therapeutic paths
for problematic gamers and family members can be
found.
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MYTH, LUCK
OR SKILL!

The subject of gaming springs forth the myth of luck,
and the image of Lady Luck, throughout history, has
emerged in many variants.
In Greek mythology, Tiche or Tyche, the goddess of
the “as it happens” concept, was the personification
of luck, the divinity that ensured the flourishing of a
city and its destiny. Her Roman equivalent was the
goddess Fortuna. Fortuna was an ancient goddess,
dating perhaps before the founding of Rome, though
the Romans attributed the introduction of worship to
Servio Tullio, the king who, among all, was considered
the most favoured by Fortuna, to whom he devoted
twenty-six temples in the capital.
The blindfolded damsel, who distributes rich gifts
cascading from a horn, is instead the result of the
Renaissance period. In every variant of the myth, this
deity distributes her gifts without knowing who will
arrive, as she is unable to see.
In modern days, ancient mythologies are no longer
believed, but many people still believe in Fortuna,
regarded as chance or fate. Some attribute their
achievements to a favourable constellation or the
influence of positive forces, rather than attributing
them to their own capacity or will.
Along with the belief of Fortuna, in the gaming
world, there are also those who claim that winning is
the result of study, practice, experience and strategy,
concepts that can be encompassed in one word: skill.
It may be that skill to or perhaps “being kissed by Lady
Luck” can serve in some way, but what we would like
to convey is that in the gaming world, if you do not
play responsibly, luck and skill will serve nothing.
We would like to remind our loyal readers that gaming
is a pleasant pastime, so long as you play without
excess, and beyond “Luck or Skill”, you need a clear
awareness of the odds of winning.

For this reason, we invite you to consult the Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency’s website:
https://www.agenziadoganemonopoli.gov.it/portale/monopoli/giochi/probabilita-vincita
The HBG Gaming Blog - Article from June 2017
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ASSISTANCE FOR THE PROBLEM PLAYER
COLLABORATION WITH SIIPAC

The support of HBG Gaming allows the association
to provide free psychological prevention and
psychotherapy services. Specifically, an initial
psychological consultation is offered to all players and
family of players requesting help or information.

HBG Gaming’s strong sense of responsibility
regarding the consumer means that the company
is not restricted to merely operating within the
prevention of pathological gambling, as it also ensures
that it is a key player in the support of all people who,
in various forms and for different reasons, are affected
by PG and are in need of specialised support facilities.
HBG Gaming has chosen to collaborate with
SIIPa.C., the Italian Society for the Treatment of
Compulsive Disorders, with which it has an effective
and strong relationship, as it believes that highly
qualified professionals are needed in order to study,
diagnose and treat complex issues such as pathological
gambling.
S.I.I.Pa.C. is a centre specialised in the care
and rehabilitation of people with problems of
psychological dependence and compulsive disorders.
Officially created in 1999, it was the first facility
in Italy to focus on studying and expanding on the
phenomenon of pathological gambling, in order to
offer an effective intervention programme, not only to
those affected, but also to family members.
It currently provides an innovative Rehabilitation
Centre, both for proposed therapies and for the
variety of professionals involved: psychologists,
psychotherapists, psychiatrists, accountants, lawyers,
and tutors.

In 2016, thanks to the commitment of HBG Gaming,
in collaboration with S.I.I.Pa.C Lazio Onlus, free
information and psychological support groups have
been implemented, allowing 18 players affected by
PG to undertake a care and rehabilitation course.
The project involves inclusion in therapeutic groups
that meet once every two months led by psychologists
specialising in New Dependencies.
Also, since 2016, HBG Gaming has supported
the research of S.I.I.PA.C. in the study of factors
associated with pathological gambling, and, for many
years, has funded the free chat line service http: //
www.siipaclazio.it/assistenza-on-line.html, i.e., an
online platform available to those looking to seek help,
but lacking the courage to do it in person, preferring
to remain anonymous. S.I.I.PA.C. operators
respond to their personal needs, provide support
and understanding and, where necessary, propose a
structured programme consisting of individual and
group psychotherapeutic discussions, an array of
psychodiagnostic tests, and information interventions
throughout the country.
HBG Gaming has also offered a free support service
provided by the SIIPaC, available toll-free at 800589372, which is distributed online and through the
site, Blog and Social Media, as well as within Bingo
Halls and all HBG Gaming circuit halls, and through
informational campaigns in industry magazines. The
service, with the help of specialists, is able to provide
listening, guidance and first assistance to problem
players or those affected by PG.
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PREVENTIVE MECHANISMS IN DISTANCE
GAMING ON THE QUIGIOCO.IT PORTAL

HBG Gaming offers, through the QuiGioco.it
portal, access to an advanced and reliable gaming
platform that guarantees high standards of security
in full compliance with the statutory and regulatory
requirements of State Monopolies.
Starting with the introduction of distance skill games
with cash prizes and in conjunction with the expansion
of the gaming offers over the last few years, the Italian
Customs and Monopoly Agency has developed a
strict regulation with the priority of player protection.
HBG Gaming also actively promotes Secure and
Responsible Gaming in distance gaming; therefore, at
QuiGioco.com, players can find all the information
useful to them regarding the self-limiting and selfexclusion of gaming in a convenient time frame.
In addition, a special section of the site, “Responsible
Gaming”, was created, in which the following was
made available to the player:

•
•
•
•

a manual, in order to live the gaming experience
consciously and responsibly,
the Responsible Gaming Programme of HBG Gaming
the “Play Sensibly” support service offered in
collaboration with S.I.I.Pa.C. and the free chat line
the “PLAY SENSIBLY” advice to players, an invitation
to consider gaming as fun entertainment, and to pay
attention to the first warning signs to be shown if the
player recognises his/her at-risk behaviours.

https://www.quigioco.it/pages/unaiutosincero
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COLLABORATION
WITH ASSOCIATIONS
HBG Gaming collaborates with Industry Associations, in particular ASCOB and ACADI, to
promote initiatives in accordance with the Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency, in order
to carry out actions to ensure responsible gaming and the principles of sustainability,
control and transparency in the industry and in the execution of studies and research, to
provide a reliable picture of the phenomena associated with excessive gambling and the
effectiveness of prevention tools.
Adherence to Industry Associations is carried out in active participation among discussion forums and in the
development of unified proposals and strategies that promote legal and responsible gaming; in the execution
of analysis and research projects on thematic areas identified by the Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency; in
disseminating accurate information on the public gaming market in Italy, and in contributing to the development
of the sector and the growth of employment, also through technological innovation.
ASCOB

ASCOB (Bingo Dealers Association) defines a
development strategy for the industry and expresses
the general guidelines of the representation policy by
way of statutory bodies. It has the task of identifying
interventions and coordinating implementation tools.
It adheres to FIPE (Italian Federation of Public
Establishments).
HBG Gaming is the founder of ASCOB and the Bingo
& Entertainment B.U. Manager, Cosma Damiano De
Rosa, sits on the the Board of Arbitrators.

In 2016, ASCOB and its associates carried out nationwide
research to understand and evaluate whether Bingo
halls could form a public gaming with cash prizes model
capable of preventing the risk of compulsive gambling, a
model that could be extended beyond the Bingo-specific
offering: “The functionality of Bingo halls for the
promotion of responsible gaming”.

Research was conducted by the New Social Pathologies
Unit of the University of Florence, coordinated by Franca
Tani and Massimo Morisi in the departments of Political
and Social Sciences and Health Sciences, and the results
of the work were presented on 26 June 2017 in Florence.

Research involved more than 800 players
distributed among various regions and
highlighted the existence of a close relationship
between “responsible gaming” and the
game “environment”, confirming the value
of bingo halls as entertainment venues with a
natural propensity for hospitality and customer
protection.
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PROFILE OF THE BINGO PLAYER

“Women of a certain age, Italians,
people with a defined marriage
position, in school, retired or
employed.
This is the profile of the bingo
player in Italy. In good health and
often smokers, a piece of ’normal’
Italy.” Professor Massimo Morisi
stated, explaining the research, that
“The majority are measured players,
first deciding how much to play,
he or she likes the game of Bingo,
not the prospect of gaining more,
or gambling more. They play in the
company of others and only a minority
remain isolated. If playing in a very
public way, only one in five does not
tell his or her family that he or she
plays Bingo.
25% play once a week. If you ask him
or her to rate a risk threshold, he
or she would respond that this would
be the daily player. All the halls
have a Slot and VLT area, so there
are two entities: a social Bingo game
and a more private gambling game. The
particular aspect is that they do not
consider it an interactivity factor.
The halls have a smoking area, they
are very clean and there is always
the presence of information material,
a manual on the risks of PG, and the
staff encouraging you to read it. The
halls are diversely located. Urban
areas, but also in suburbs and mixeduse areas. All rooms are equipped
with security systems. The casino is
decorated, cosy and you can relax and
take a seat.

The opposite of the collective
imagination of the gaming business.
The customers are regular, lasting
friendships are developed. The staff
is trained and conscientious, always
checking for risk.”
“Business culture is based on several
factors - added Morisi. These initial
investments
are
very
important.
There is great attention to the
quality of service offered. Social
acceptance is important, with the
awareness that the service offered is
delicate. These are hyper-controlled
companies, beginning with widespread
social control.
From our survey emerged proposals,
forms of promotion and customer
accountability. Loyalty is based on
mutual accountability by the player
towards himself/herself and by the
company towards the player. Proposals
are anti-prohibitionist; they are
invested in safety and this is the
cultural challenge. Bingo halls are
territorial leaders of legality and
responsibility,” he concluded.

Adapted from: Jamma.it - article of 26 June 2017,
“Ascob, submission of the research report on ‘The
functionality of Bingo Halls to Promote Responsible
Gaming”
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ACADI

Since 2013, HBG Gaming has been part of ACADI
(Italian Association of Entertainment Device
Dealers), one of the leading Italian associations in the
gaming industry.
ACADI was founded in 2006 and, to date, there
are seven active dealers operating within the Italian
gaming market: Admiral Gaming Network Srl,
Codere Network SpA, Cogetech SpA, Gamenet SpA,
HBG Connex SpA, Intralot Gaming Machines SpA
and NTS Network SpA.
The Association aims to promote industry progress
for the general interest of all stakeholders as
well as promote opportunities for discussion and
understanding between institutions and operators.
With these aims, ACADI formulates unified proposals
for the development of the gaming market, which are
geared towards the protection of both the business
and the consumer, in the protection of legality,
employment growth and technological innovation.
It supports initiatives related to the gaming sector,
with specific reference to regulatory, technical and
communication interventions. The association is also
active in the fight against pathological gambling and
in promoting healthy, responsible gaming.
In accordance with the spirit of the constitution,
ACADI has established itself as a direct interlocutor
of the Italian regulator (the Italian Customs and
Monopoly Agency) and of Institutions. Through the
transparency and accountability of the associated
Dealers, it supports any initiative or instrument that
can ensure legality and responsibility regarding both
the State and the player, monitoring the application

of regulations and denouncing non-compliance.
ACADI adheres to Confindustria Innovative and
Technological Services.
In 2016, ACADI presented the “WHITE PAPER ON
PUBLIC GAMING: Focus on Entertainment
Equipment and Betting through the Physical
Channel”. By providing an overview of the context,
the book provides a performance analysis of the
gaming market, as well as the dynamics of illegal
gaming and associated risks, consisting of so-called
pathological gambling and exploitation of minors.
This important publication represents ACADI’s vision
in finding solutions for the evolution of the modern
management model for legal gaming, regarding, on
the one hand, public interests (preventing the access
of minors to gambling, protection of health, social
security, etc.) and, on the other, the interests of the
operators involved in the offering process.
Also, in 2016, HBG Gaming collaborated with
ACADI to initiate the research project on the theme
of Responsible Gaming, entitled “Comparative
and Multidisciplinary Analysis of the
Legal, and Illegal Market and Preventive
Measures for Dependence Phenomena
of
Entertainment Equipment (Analisi
comparata e multidisciplinare del mercato
legale, illegale e delle misure di prevenzione
dei fenomeni di dipendenza degli apparecchi
da intrattenimento)”.
The project, requested by the Italian Customs and
Monopoly Agency, will continue throughout 2017.
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FIRST LEVEL MASTER’S IN ECONOMY AND
GAMING COMPANY MANAGEMENT

In the framework of ACADI (Italian Organisation
of Entertainment Device Dealers) initiatives, in
September 2016, HBG Connex SpA, Codere Network
SpA, Cogetech SpA, Gamenet SpA, Admiral Gaming
Network Srl (formerly G.Matica Srl), Intralot Gaming
Machines SpA and NTS Network SpA have decided
to sponsor an important initiative: a first level
Master’s degree in Economics and Gaming
Company Management, held at the University of
Cassino and Southern Lazio, starting in November
2016.
The aim of the Master’s is to train legal gaming
professionals as competent figures able to respond in
a timely fashion to the dynamism that characterises
the public gaming sector.
Participants in the course will develop in-depth
technical skills falling within the operational scope of
these business entities, on themes of an accounting,
economic, financial, fiscal, contractual and
communication nature.

The Master’s offers 280 hours of coursework,
providing students the opportunity to attain 40
training credits, useful for obtaining a specialist
degree.
The professional profile of the Master’s can be found
in the area of programming and management control,
business job recruitment and within the gaming
company’s legal domain; as an external consultant
specialising in the subjects covered by the Master’s
and within public gaming control bodies. Each dealer
has also provided one or more business professionals
as an instructor.
The lecturers provided by HBG Gaming are:
Giovanni Tiscione, Director of Finance and Control,
Giorgio Catani, Chief Operating Officer (Financial
Statements - Criticality related to Accounting
Reporting in the Domain of Public Gaming Dealers:
a Practical Case) and Claudio Altobelli, Legal and
Corporate Affairs Director (Gaming Company Fiscal
Profiles - Stability Law).

On conclusion of the Master’s, it is required that one participant engage in an internship with Dealers.
HBG Gaming has already recruited its candidate, who is currently undergoing training in Contracts and
Litigation within the Legal and Corporate Affairs Department.
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RECONSTRUCTION OF THE “PADRE G. MINOZZI”
PLAYGROUND IN AMATRICE

The ACADI Association, through its affiliated
Dealers, operates with a great sense of responsibility
and awareness that extends beyond the boundaries
of the gaming industry, reaching all stakeholders and
community needs.
Respect for these values led to the desire to actively
contribute to the reconstruction of Amatrice,
devastated by the earthquake of 24 August 2016, by
gifting the city with a playground. The reconstruction
work of the park will be carried out with maximum
safety criteria, and spaces will be set up to contain
works of aesthetic and artistic value.
The primary objective of the initiative promoted by
ACADI is to allow the inhabitants to make use of a
space that is dedicated to fun and leisure.
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DIALOGUE WITH
INSTITUTIONS
For the HBG Gaming Group, collaboration with all Institutions is an indispensable task
and priority in order to address the various issues affecting the sector, while respecting
the roles of each individual. In particular, it plays an active part in the research of
positive solutions regarding legal, secure and responsible gaming, through a constant
and productive relationship with the Italian Ministry of Finance, Italian Customs and
Monopoly Agency, Law Enforcement, Regions and Municipalities.

LEGALITY, TRANSPARENCY, INNOVATION

Since 2012, management of the Gaming Market
has been entrusted to the Italian Customs Agency,
which incorporated the Italian Administration of the
State Monopolies, assuming the name of the Italian
Customs and Monopoly Agency (ADM).
The primary functions of the Italian Customs and
Monopoly Agency are to enforce gaming legislation,
issue licences and permits, monitor the activities
of dealers, and ensure the security, legality, and
transparency of gaming.
The primary objective pursued by the State through
the multi-annual regulation of the Public Gaming
System has been to confront the rapid emergence
of the illegal gaming offer already historically
present in our country, and which heightened in
the 1990s, following the technological evolution
of communication networks, via the adoption of
a stringent control and sanction system. Through

specific regulatory measures, the State defines the
gaming requirements, the terms of the offer, the
characteristics of the distribution network and points
of sale, as well as the criteria for the allocation of
collections and revenues among the various parties
involved.
The sector’s activities are strictly regulated, rendering
the Public Gaming Industry in Italy entirely
transparent and secure, due to this high level of
control. This system has reaped benefits for the entire
community, in terms of public policy, protection
of players, entrepreneurial development, social
controllability, and in financial terms.
There has been a generation of additional revenue
subtracted from illegality, which has given rise to
growth in the industry with the rise of companies
operating in the legal gaming market, as well as
overall investments due to new business activities.
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The sector’s activities are strictly regulated, rendering the Public Gaming Industry in
Italy entirely transparent and secure, due to this high level of control.
In recent years, effective cooperation between the
State, Dealers, Industry Associations as well as the
dialogue with territorial institutions, in addition to
facilitating the resolution of problems associated with
illegal gaming and the serious consequences that
it can cause in terms of crime, gambling, and loss
of revenue for the State, has also allowed for great
technological development in the industry, GDP
growth and nationwide employment.
HBG Gaming, a licensed dealer, has always
encouraged and enacted this collaboration, which
both assumes responsibility in the search for effective
and equitable solutions that ensure maximum
transparency and regularity to the end user, and
respects all operators in the chain.
HBG Gaming actively interacts with institutions
the diffusion of a culture of legal gaming, including
through the production of print and online
information materials that stress the importance of
responsible playing, only at points of sale authorised
by the Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency.
In addition, at the presentation of the Group’s Social
Report, which took place on 9 November 2016 at
the Santa Chiara Palace in Rome, a conference was
convened entitled, “Legality as a Precondition
for Social Responsibility. Transparency and
Innovation as a Prerequisite for a Secure
and Responsible Gaming (La Legalità
come premessa indispensabile per la
Responsabilità Sociale. Trasparenza e
Innovazione come presupposto per un Gioco
Sicuro e Responsabile)”.
The Social Report, published by the company four
years running, is an important reporting tool that
fosters dialogue and debate with its stakeholders, as
well as Institutions, with HBG Gaming serving as
privileged interlocutors.
During the event, centred around the issue of legality,
the importance of collaboration between State,
dealers and industry associations for the prevention
and combat of illegal gaming, as well as sustainable
development of the sector, was reaffirmed.
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RESPONSIBLE GAMING AND SOCIAL PROTECTION:
HBG GAMING ALIGNED WITH INSTITUTIONS

The HBG Gaming Group is not merely limited to
legal obligations,   providing strict control over both
financial and informational procedures and flows,
but also guarantees a level of customer service in
accordance with the highest standards of quality,
technology, service and reliability in the industry, and
nurtures the spread of gaming culture as an instrument
of entertainment and leisure, thus safeguarding the
final consumer first and foremost.
This is a demonstration of the recent acquisition,
on a voluntary basis, of the ISO 27001: 2013
Certification, which attests to the high level of
security of the platforms and therefore of the games
offered to customers, the confidentiality of the data,
and a greater guarantee of the continuity of services
through the reduction of computer risks.
However, the theme of the limitation of social
impact associated with gaming and the contrast to its
pathological aspects, which have been at the centre of
the debate over the last few months, concern the entire
public gaming sector. Among the primary objectives
of regulation in the public gaming system is, in fact,
the protection of players, ensuring healthy gaming
behaviour, with the aim of minimising associated
pathologies, a goal that can only be achieved through
synergies among institutions and gaming operators.
For this reason, HBG Gaming has invested in
research, training and assistance for the problem
gambler, in the terms and among the approaches
outlined in this Social Report, extending beyond legal
obligations. By collaborating with associations, it has
promoted the development of studies aimed at the
in-depth knowledge of the causes and dimensions
of the pathological gambling phenomenon, which
is a precondition in the capacity to counteract this
event and to identify the optimal forms of the offer’s
regulation and organisation.
In 2016, HBG Gaming contributed to the creation
of the “White Paper on Public Gaming:   Focus on
Entertainment Equipment and Betting through the
Physical Channel (Libro Bianco dei Giochi Pubblici:
Focus su apparecchi da intrattenimento e scommesse
attraverso il canale fisico)” promoted by the Italian
Organisation of Entertainment Device Dealers
(ACADI). The White Paper, via an overview of the
framework, provides a performance analysis of the
gaming market, as well as the dynamics of illegal

gaming and the risks associated with it, consisting of
so-called pathological gambling and exploitation of
minors.
Also, in 2016, HBG Gaming collaborated with
ACADI to initiate the research project on the theme
of Responsible Gaming, entitled “Comparative and
Multidisciplinary Analysis of the Legal, and Illegal
Market and Preventive Measures for Dependence
Phenomena of Entertainment Equipment (Analisi
comparata e multidisciplinare del mercato legale,
illegale e delle misure di prevenzione dei fenomeni
di dipendenza degli apparecchi da intrattenimento)”.
The project will continue throughout 2017, after
which the results of the survey will be announced.
Together with ASCOB associates, on a voluntary
basis, HBG Gaming has promoted nationwide
research to understand and evaluate whether Bingo
halls can constitute a public gaming with cash
prizes model that can prevent the risk of compulsive
gambling, a model that could be extended beyond
the Bingo-specific offer: “The Functionality of Bingo
Halls for the Promotion of Responsible Gaming (La
funzionalità delle sale Bingo ai fini della promozione
del gioco responsabile)”.
Finally, in addition to the provision of free prevention
and support services through the participation in
information and therapeutic groups for the care of
Pathological Gambling, in collaboration with SIIPAC
(the Italian Society for the Treatment of Compulsive
Disorders), HBG Gaming has promoted and funded
the research of “Child Trauma, Dissociation and
Emotional Regulation in Psychological Gambling
(Trauma infantile, dissociazione e regolazione delle
emozioni nel Gioco d’Azzardo Patologico)”.
The primary objective is to expand the results of
previous research by investigating the association
between childhood trauma, gambling and
dissociation in a sample of people affected with PG.
Participants are patients who, since March 2016, have
gone to SIIPAC in Rome to request psychological
treatment for gambling, to which clinical trials were
administered.
The research has particular value in the process
of understanding the pathological gambling
phenomenon and aims to constitute a best practice for
the development of targeted therapeutic techniques
for the treatment of patients with PG, in order to put
an end to the disease and disable the pathological
behaviour.

Creating fun-filled, safe entertainment is part of
HBG Gaming’s mission.
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COMMUNITY
INITIATIVES
At HBG Gaming, Social Responsibility is closely linked to a Value Model, also contained
in its Corporate Code of Ethics, which has a strong correlation to business activity: CSR is
integrated with business management, and the socially responsible behaviours assumed
by the company in its daily work reflect the principles, culture and mission, as part of the
overall strategy for governance.
HBG Gaming consistently spreads, in every field, the culture of responsibility and sustainability, working
constructively with its stakeholders, supporting social, cultural and human growth projects in partnership with
highly qualified and reputable actors; it promotes the realisation of concrete projects with the aim of responding
and, occasionally, anticipating the expectations of the society and community of reference.
In recent years, HBG Gaming has supported various initiatives of solidarity, scientific research and the
development of young people, and has chosen to give continuity to the actions taken and to the affiliation of the
chosen partners. As part of this history, the Social Report, published since 2013, is the reporting and accounting
tool for social responsibility activities addressed to its stakeholders.

TELETHON FOUNDATION
For several years, HBG Gaming has participated
in the “Gaming on the Route to Research (Il gioco
fa rotta sulla ricerca)” initiative, which, thanks to
the support by the Italian Customs and Monopoly
Agency and other industry dealers, has raised over
€ 5 million in funding for spinal muscular atrophy
research. The project is coordinated by Dr. Claudio

Sette of the University of Rome Tor Vergata.
In addition, for Christmas 2016, HBG Gaming
carried out a donation to Telethon through the
purchase of Christmas e-cards for customers and
suppliers, an initiative that helps spread and promote
the Foundation’s commitment to carrying out
research in the field of rare genetic diseases, according
to innovative methods, which, in recent years, have
resulted in excellent results and have urged the
collaboration of the pharmaceutical industry.
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essential values for the development of an open,
inclusive and cohesive society, one that is able to
ensure the active participation of all people.
HBG Gaming alongside FIABA ONLUS in the
“Amatrice for Reconstruction without Barriers
(Amatrice per una ricostruzione senza barriere)”
project. Implementation of a mobile information
centre in the municipal territory of Amatrice on
accessible reconstruction.
FIABA ONLUS

FIABA ONLUS is a consolidated partner of HBG
Gaming, which shares in its mission, supporting it
since 2013.
The association aims to break down all barriers,
both architectural and cultural, which preclude
the possibility of enjoying and experiencing the
environment, in all its forms. It promotes universal
usability and design of fully accessible environments
according to the principles of Total Quality and
Universal Design: the “Design for All (progettazione
per tutti)” concept, aimed at social inclusion and
equality with respect for human diversity, which is
attentive to people’s needs, demands and desires.
Support for Fiaba Onlus represents a real commitment
for HBG Gaming to improve individuals’ quality of
life, through constant work on mobility issues, design,
acceptance, design for all, rights, transport, and
accessibility.
For the fourth consecutive year, HBG Gaming
has sponsored the initiative, participating in the
fourteenth edition of the “National FIABADAY for
the Abolition of Architectural Barriers (Giornata
Nazionale FIABADAY per l’Abbattimento delle
Barriere Architettoniche)”, celebrated on Sunday, 2
October 2016, in Rome in Piazza Colonna - Palazzo
Chigi, which received the medal by the President
of the Republic. The Awareness Campaign was:
“Let’s Show Inclusion... Let’s Colour the World
(Raccontiamo l’inclusione….Coloriamo il mondo)”,
was chosen to emphasise FIABA’s commitment
to involving all citizens in their diversity, with the
view that tolerance, integration and acceptance are

HBG Gaming has decided to fund a project, beginning
in November 2016 and promoted by FIABA Onlus,
aimed at disseminating correct information so that
the reconstruction of Amatrice, devastated by the
terrible earthquake of August 2016, takes place in
accordance with criteria to break down architectural
barriers. These regulations are indicated in the PdR/
Uni Guidelines (Architectural Barriers Elimination
- Guidelines for Redesign of Buildings in Universal
Design Optic [Abbattimento barriere architettoniche
– Linee Guida per la riprogettazione del costruito in
ottica Universal design]).
Operationally, HBG Gaming has contributed to
the creation of a mobile information centre in the
municipal area of Amatrice, which accompanies local
institutions. A technical coordinator supported by a
team of volunteers, selected with the involvement
of Rieti Province Surveyors, provides information to
victims of the earthquake completely free of charge.
The project provides for the establishment of a
Steering Committee for accessibility and communitywide Total Quality, which will coordinate and monitor
the accessibility of new buildings.
The aim of the “Amatrice for Reconstruction
without Barriers” project is to facilitate innovative
reconstruction that is able to provide citizens with a
comfortable environment adapted to human diversity.
For HBG Gaming, support for FIABA ONLUS
and the commencement of the project dedicated
to Amatrice represents a concrete testimony to the
Corporate Responsibility growth path implemented
by the company.
In 2017, additional support activities were planned for
FIABA Onlus, including a donation for the purchase
of Easter e-cards.
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COLLABORATION WITH AIL

ASSOCIAZIONE ITALIANA
CONTRO LE LEUCEMIE - LINFOMI E MIELOMA
O N L U S

AIL - the Italian Association against Leukaemia,
Lymphoma and Myeloma - has been operating in
Italy for over 40 years, funding research through
the non-profit cooperative group GIMEMA (Italian
Group for Haematological Diseases in Adults);
creating patient centres and engaging in numerous
other activities related to its mission.

Thanks to AIL and its volunteers, thousands of
patients can benefit from modern hospital facilities,
state-of-the-art equipment, home care and AIL
patient centres, where they can be accommodated
alongside their families, as well as hundreds of
doctors, biologists, laboratory technicians and nurses
better able to perform their work.
HBG Gaming supports AIL in its fight against
leukaemia, lymphomas and myeloma and in
the realisation of its projects through a series of
initiatives it has chosen to normally concentrate during
the Christmas season, when the home care services
led by AIL take on an even greater significance.

“HOME CARE PROJECT”

Every Christmas, HBG Gaming supports AIL by
purchasing AIL Christmas gifts and greeting cards for
its employees and stakeholders.
Through this purchase, in 2016 HBG Gaming helped
grant haematologic patients the joy of returning
home, the greatest desire for a hospitalised patient,

especially at Christmas. Active in 51 provinces, the
AIL project consists of providing home care services,
with the aim of sending multi-professional teams of
doctors, nurses, psychologists, and social workers to
the patient’s home. At-home care enhances the quality
of life for patients and family members, helping them
better confront the path ahead on a daily basis.
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AND ATTENTION TO
YOUNG TALENT: TALENT DAYS

HBG Gaming, as part of Corporate Social
Responsibility Initiatives, participates as a
testimonial to Talent Days events organised by
HRC Academy, the most important Italian HR
Business Community.
Talent Days are training and information orientation
days led by HR Directors and HR Managers from
major national and multinational companies that,
as a Testimonial, help young people approach the
workplace by providing participants with their
own wealth of personal and professional skills and
experiences.
The primary objective is to help young people choose
a career path in-line with their interests as well as with
the demands of the workplace. The days were held in
2016 with the collaboration of LUMSA University,
and also witnessed the participation of the children
and family members of HBG Gaming employees,
who helped contribute, through the Corporate
Human Resource Manager, to the growth and
development of Millennials.
HBG Gaming received the prestigious “HRC CSR
Awards 2016” prize at the HRC “Job for
Millennials” Talent Meeting, which took place
on 25 November 2016 at the LUMSA University
Jubilee Complex, overlooking the Castel Sant’Angelo.
The award testifies to the company’s significant
contribution to the HRC initiatives dedicated to youth
orientation in the Labour Market, in addition to the
great sensitivity and commitment of HBG Gaming to
newer generations
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INITIATIVES FOR EMPLOYEES AND
THEIR FAMILIES

In 2016, HBG Gaming joined the “Kids at
Work with Mum and Dad (Bimbi in Ufficio
con Mamma e Papà)” initiative, promoted
by Corriere della Sera/L’Economia and geared
towards companies, institutions, professional studios
and associations, that open their doors for a day to
welcome some special guests: the children of their
employees. After the enthusiasm and success achieved
in the first edition, HBG Gaming has re-confirmed its
participation for the 2017 year, as well.
The initiative, which took place on 26 May, is part of
the Corporate Social Responsibility activity with the
aim of facilitating a ‘life-work balance’ model, as well
as being a fun, pleasant way to introduce children to
the workplace.
HBG Gaming is particularly committed and active in
welfare policies for its employees and is attentive to
the needs, expectations and satisfaction level of the
individuals working within the company, providing
constant support to facilitate the relationship between
professional and personal life. In particular, HBG

Gaming is cognizant of the importance of the
internal climate, as well as the physical, psychological
and social well-being of all its employees.
With this in mind, it is important to show children
where their parents work, in a context of celebration
and play. Older children also had the opportunity to
visit the office with the facilitator interviewing their
family members’ work colleagues.
The Kids Day initiative is particularly significant
for HBG Gaming as the company team consists of
young people, with an average age of approximately
36 years, where numerous mothers and fathers are
looking to show their families the places where they
spend so many hours outside the home, to acquaint
them with colleagues, and share the activities in which
they are involved.
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WORK IN PROGRESS:
2017 INITIATIVES

HBG Gaming constantly communicates with its stakeholders, paying
attention to the demands and needs of the community and the territory.
In view of this dialogue, in the context of integrated management, over the course
of 2017 the Company has already implemented numerous initiatives in the field of
Corporate Social Responsibility, confirming its support to Historical Partners, but
also opening up to new needs in-line with the culture and corporate mission. In the
first part of the year, projects were concluded devoted to health, disease prevention
and the support of culture.
TOGETHER AGAINST CANCER
FOUNDATION

HBG Gaming supports the “Together
Against Cancer (Insieme contro il
cancro)” Foundation, which promotes
oncological
prevention
projects,
including through the dissemination
of lawful initiatives associated with
healthy lifestyles and, more generally,
in the promotion of physical activity
and sports for all ages, to safeguard the
well-being of the population.
On 16 May 2017, HBG Gaming
engaged in a fund-raising dinner with
the aim of supporting the “Preventive
Screening, Love Yourself ! (Fatti gli
screening, ama te stesso!)” prevention
project, an assessment programme
for oncologic screenings in Italy, the
causes of failure for said screenings

(secondary prevention) in many Italian
regions, with intervention proposals
aimed at greater development.
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PARTICIPATION IN RACE
FOR THE CURE

HBG Gaming has teamed up in the “Race for
the Cure” event, the national fund-raising event
organised by the G. Komen Foundation in the fight
against breast cancer.
Support for the initiative stems from HBG Gaming’s
willingness to be an active presence in the reference
community and to promote and support projects that
promote well-being and health at the personal and
collective level.
In addition, the company is always very attentive to
employee awareness on important themes such as as
prevention, and considers participation in the event
particularly important given the context that 44%
of people working in the Group are young
women, with an average age of 37 years.

Race for the Cure is the symbolic event of Susan
G. Komen Italy, a non-profit organisation based on
volunteering, which, since 2000, has been active in
the fight against breast cancer throughout the country.
It is a three day event full of initiatives dedicated to
health, sports, well-being and solidarity, culminating
on Sunday with the traditional 5 km race and 2 km
walk.
The main feature of the event is the presence of
“Women in Pink”, women who have personally faced
breast cancer and who, in order to convey a positive
attitude regarding the disease, have intentionally
chosen to be visible by wearing a pink t-shirt and hat.
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SWISSGART CONCERTS
SPONSORSHIP

HBG Gaming will sponsor the
“Report on the Blind” concert for the
July dates in Forlì and Udine. This is a
concert conducted by Alvise Casellati,
an emerging talent in recent years, in
which John Malkovich will serve as
narrator.
A Hollywood legend, Malkovich
will be attuned with the thoughts
of an Argentine writer and activist,
Ernesto Sabato. The monologue finds
the perfect mirror in the music of
Schnittke, among a profound harmony
of piano, voice and orchestra.
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HBG GAMING
RESEARCH
HBG Gaming promotes responsible gaming through prevention and support activities
for studies, analysis and research that broach the dynamics of problem gambling
and pathology. The research activity allows the player’s profile to be traced regarding
pathology in order to identify the most effective preventive actions, and pinpoint risk
behaviours, pooling a wealth of knowledge useful for debate and discussion on issues
affecting the gaming market, as well as its social implications.
HBG Gaming, in addition to providing training and assistance to the problem gambler, has also invested in
research, extending beyond its legal obligations, via the terms and methods outlined in this Social Report (detailed
in the sections: Collaboration with Associations; Dialogue with Institutions).
Individually, and through collaboration with industry associations, HBG Gaming has promoted the development of
studies aimed at the in-depth knowledge of the causes and dimensions of the pathological gambling phenomenon,
which remain largely unknown and quantified today, but which are indispensable for identifying the optimal forms
of regulation and organisation of the gaming offer, and for taking effective action.

SIIPaC
“Child Trauma, Dissociation and Emotional
Regulation in Psychological Gambling”
HBG Gaming, in collaboration with SIIPAC (the
Italian society for the Treatment of Compulsive
Disorders), has promoted and funded the
research “Child Trauma, Dissociation and
Emotional Regulation in Psychological
Gambling (Trauma infantile, dissociazione
e regolazione delle emozioni nel Gioco
d’Azzardo Patologico)”. The research, which
began in 2016 and will continue throughout 2017, is
of particular value in the process of understanding
the pathological gambling phenomenon and aims
to provide a best practice for the development of
targeted therapeutic techniques in the treatment of
patients afflicted with PG, in order to put an end to
the disease and disable the pathological behaviour.
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ASCOB
“The Functionality of Bingo Halls for the
Promotion of Responsible Gaming”
HBG Gaming, on a voluntary basis and with the help
of ASCOB Associates, has promoted nationwide
research to understand and evaluate whether Bingo
halls can constitute a public gaming with cash prizes
model capable of preventing the risk of pathological
gambling, a model that could be extended beyond
the Bingo-specific offer: “The Functionality of
Bingo Halls for the Promotion of Responsible
Gaming (La funzionalità delle sale Bingo ai fini
della promozione del gioco responsabile)”.
The research, the results of which were presented on
26 June 2017, was commissioned at the University
of Florence - Departments of Political and Social
Sciences and Health Sciences.

ACADI
“Comparative and Multidisciplinary
Analysis of the Legal and Illegal Market
and Measures to Prevent the Phenomena
of Addiction to Entertainment Equipment”
In 2016, HBG Gaming collaborated with ACADI
in the execution of the research project on the
theme of Responsible Gaming, “Comparative and
Multidisciplinary Analysis of the Legal and Illegal
Market and Measures to Prevent the Phenomena
of Addiction to Entertainment Equipment (Analisi
comparata e multidisciplinare del mercato
legale, illegale e delle misure di prevenzione
dei fenomeni di dipendenza degli apparecchi
da intrattenimento)”. The project will continue
throughout 2017, after which the results of the survey
will be announced.
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GAMING, A FORM OF ENTERTAINMENT
What is gaming and what incites us to play? Among the many who have attempted to provide a comprehensive
definition of gaming is Roger Caillois (1913-1978), French sociologist, writer, critic and academic who, with
his book “Man, Play and Games”, developed a theory, recognised today as one of the most authoritative.
Caillois states that, although there
are many different forms of gaming,
there are fundamental characteristics
shared among them. The first is
freedom: there is no game when it
is not the personal choice of the
individual, in full autonomy, to take
part in it. The second is separation;
the games, in fact, have a start and
end time, and play is an activity
bound by time and space; the third
is uncertainty, as the result is not
known beforehand. The game is also
unproductive, as the game activity
does
not
generate
substantial
value in the real world, and can
be regulated, subject to fair and
inviolable conditions, at the will of
the participants themselves (e.g.,
a chess tournament) or fictitious,
that is, without rules (e.g., “Let’s
play soldiers!”).
Caillois resumes the distinction
between two classes of play or two
different types of play: the Ludus,
that is, the structured game, and
the Paidia, free play without rules,
and identifies different types of
play, each of which presupposes the
player with a specific mindset and a
differing expectation:
•
•
•
•

Agon (competitive play, such as
football)
Alea (games of chance, such as
dice)
Ilinx (sensorial vertigo, such as
swinging)
Mimicry
(identification
with
something else, such as role
playing).

There are kinds of games that, by
their nature, fall into Ludus (Agon
and Alea games), and others that fall
into Paidia, like Ilinx.

Of course, these classifications are
non-exhaustive, as there are games,
such as poker, where we find all four
categories: Alea (card playing); Agon
(player’s ability); Mimicry (bluff);
Ilinx
(awaiting
the
opponent’s
selection).
In the chapter: “Degeneration of
Games”, Caillois analyses the forms
in which gaming can degenerate when
it moves away from the fictitious
reality in which it is characterised
and becomes contaminated with the
real world and “what was pleasing
becomes a fixed idea; what was evasion
becomes constraint, what was fun,
becomes fever, obsession, a source
of anguish.”
Similarly, Agon, competition that
finds its greatest expression in
sports, degenerates into antagonism,
resulting in violence, cowardice,
and abuse; Alea, by moving away
from pure entertainment, becomes
compulsiveness, submission to fate
and superstition; Mimicry can become
alienation and split personalities,
just as Ilinx can become a search
for vertigo at any cost, resulting in
alcoholism or drug abuse.
As a result, Caillois issues a
warning, leading us to understand
that gaming should not cease to
serve as a separate reality because
“any contamination with normal life
is likely to spoil and corrupt its
very nature.” In other words, no
thing or human activity should ever
be exaggerated, otherwise leading to
exaggeration and fixation, and the
same also applies to gaming.
Today we stress the need to play
responsibly.

http://www.giocaconlatesta.it/it/2017/04/13/gioco-forma-intrattenimento/
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HBG GAMING
MEN AND WOMEN
The people who work for HBG Gaming are the Group’s greatest strength, which, in
recent years, has been a leading company within the gaming industry.

At the core of this excellence lies the value and work of all its employees- it is for this reason the Company strives
to preserve and develop the assets of each individual. To do so, it invests resources in every aspect: training,
professional growth opportunities, career development, work-life balance initiatives, as well as programs and
initiatives for the protection of health and safety in the workplace.

Participation, sharing and teamwork
are values stipulated within the Group’s
new Code of Ethics, in which particular
emphasis has been placed on employee
relations.

Organisational well-being, which consists of eliminating
any possible structural cause or dysfunction that may
result in personal conflicts and psychological distress,
the importance of meritocracy in career rewarding and
career development, continuing education, safety in the
workplace, and the refusal of any kind of discrimination
constitute, for the HBG Gaming Group, a way to enhance
human capital as an essential resource for success.
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EMPLOYMENT AND TURNOVER

715 PEOPLE

313 WOMEN 402 MEN
2 01 5

201 6

TOTAL PE R SO N N E L AN D DI V I SI ON BY GEND ER

2 01 4

WOMEN

305

297

313

MEN

335

359

402

TOTAL

640

656

715

At 31 December 2016, the HBG Gaming Group had a total of 715 employees, 89.2% of
whom had contracts of indefinite duration, 9.2% of whom had fixed-term contracts, and
the remaining employed with other contractual types.

E M PLOYE E S R ECRUI T E D I N 201 6
MANAGERS

EM P LOYEES T ERM I NAT ED I N 2 01 6

WOMEN

MEN

TOTAL

0

2

2

MANAGERS

WOMEN

MEN

TOTAL

0

0

0

EXECUTIVES

1

2

3

EXECUTIVES

0

1

1

WORKERS

92

145

237

WORKERS

96

138

234

TOTAL

93

149

242

TOTAL

96

139

235

96
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2016 CONTRACT TYPES

I N D EF INITE DURATION

588
42
8

276
9
1

312
33
7

638

2 86

3 52

F IX ED-TERM
65
1
0

26
0
0

39
1
0

66

26

40

MA N A GER

EXECUTIVE

WORKER
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AVERAGE AGE
(MEN AND WOMEN)

The HBG Gaming staff consists
of a “young” team: the average
age is 36.56 years for women
and 35.95 for men.

The average overall age is

36.21

50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

W OME N

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

36 . 2 1

36 . 5 6 35 . 95

7
6

6

ME N

AVERAGE LENGTH OF
EMPLOYEEMENT
(MEN/WOMEN)

5

In the Gaming Hall, the average
length of employment is 7 years
for women and 6 years for men.

R E GI STE R E D O F F I C E

In the Rome office, length of
employment is 6 years for
women and 5 for men.

G A MI NG HA LL

TOTAL PE R SO N N E L AT 3 1 / 1 2 / 2 01 6

WOM EN

M EN

TOTA L

ASSOCIATES

1

9

10

EMPLOYEES

312

392

704

INTERNS

0

1

1

TOTAL

313

402

715

TOTAL E M PLOYE E S AT 3 1 / 1 2/ 201 6 SUBD I VI D ED ACCORD I NG
TO G E N DE R AN D PR O F E SSI O NAL C AT EGORY

WOM EN

M EN

TOTA L

MANAGERS

1

7

8

EXECUTIVES

9

34

43

WORKERS

302

351

653

TOTAL

312

392

704
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT

HBG Gaming promotes and protects the value of human resources and is committed
to retaining and developing the assets of each employee, ensuring that the abilities
and legitimate aspirations of individuals are fully realised in accordance with company
goals.
Starting in 2016, HBG Gaming implemented a
review of Human Resource processes with the aim of
building a Career Management System.
Career Management is an integrated set of resource
management tools to optimise the reconciliation
between individual preferences and resources/skills
and the needs of the organisation.
It defines horizons, vertical and multidisciplinary career
structures and prospects within the organisation, and
allows the company to direct the growth of internal
resources. It also offers the talents, both external and
internal, a clear vision of their prospective career
within HBG Gaming, ranging from organisational
logic to management and development.
In 2016, the following activities were carried out:

process have been modified and updated, which include
the section dedicated to evaluating specific role skills, as
well as identifying the delta between the expected score
and the level actually possessed by the individual.
The 2017 Performance Management results will
provide concrete guidance on the 2018 Training
Plan, with the aim of shifting from multidisciplinary
training for the entire company population to training
closer to individual needs or homogeneous groups of
workers, based on technical skills.
The meeting with the People Manager in the skill
verification phase was a useful time to reconcile the
needs of specific skills to be included in the 2017
Training Plan, in order to anticipate the abovedescribed step towards a training closer to the needs
of the person with regard to the role.

Role Analysis

Weighting of positions

From the description of the role’s activities to the
definition of skills, knowledge and mastery level of
said skills, it is possible to individually identify the
levels of competence possessed by individuals for
each role and to outline the paths of growth.

In order to strengthen the internal and external
principles of fairness already present within the
company, HBG Gaming, in collaboration with a
leading consulting company, has conducted the
analysis and weighting of positions, identifying their
corresponding remuneration levels in relation to the
general market and reference segment (data provided
by a third company specialising in job pricing).

For each role, the mapping of specific skills for
each role was carried out with an indication of the
expected level.
The Human Resources Department reviewed and
shared expertise with the People Manager, requesting
the validation and indication of levels and performing
the required calibration on the overall results.
Based on the identified competencies, the Evaluation
Cards to be used in the 2017 Performance Management

The analysis revealed that 95.6% of weighted positions have higher remuneration or average market share.
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SELECTION AND ON BOARDING

The process of skill mapping has helped facilitate
greater internal flexibility.
With an aim for continuous organisational improvement as well as personal and professional growth, in 2016,
a vertical and horizontal internal Job Rotation within both Business Divisions and Staff Directories has allowed
employees to gain more and more skills and responsibilities, contributing to the creation of value and an
increasing exchange of knowledge and professionalism.
JOB ROTATION

TO TAL JOB ROT A T ION

20

VE RTI C A L JOB ROT A T ION

6

HO RI ZONT A L JOB ROT A T ION
0

14

5

HBG Gaming shows constant commitment in the
search for new talents, attentive to the creation
of a balanced, motivated and competent team,
distinguished by professionalism, innovative capacity,
and a sharing of corporate values. To promote the
inclusion of young people in the workplace, in
collaboration with the HR Community Academy,
it has participated in a series of “Talent Days”
initiatives, by awarding the 2016 HRC CSR Awards
as recognition for the significant contribution to
initiatives devoted to the professional growth of new
generations.
In addition, the Company has initiated a series of
internships within the various business roles with the
aim of encouraging job orientation and experimenting
with a specific professional field, internalising 100%
of the resources selected.

10

15

20

In HBG Gaming, new hires are welcomed and guided
in the entry phase by HR staff and colleagues.
To foster their full integration, Induction and
Basic Training are provided, in which the primary
communicative and operational flows of the company
are illustrated through the analysis of internal
regulations, procedures and operating standards, as
well as the Code of Ethics and guidelines adopted.

In 2016, 433 training hours were delivered
in Induction.
The goal is to ensure that people immediately feel
like part of the team when joining the company; they
acquire awareness of their role within the organisation,
sharing values and organisational culture.
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EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND
FOSTERING DIVERSITY

HBG Gaming offers all employees equal opportunities in the workplace without discrimination.
The selection, recruitment, remuneration and
management of career development for each
employee takes place solely on the basis of merit
and skill, without discrimination and regardless of
race, political and religious beliefs, national origin,
gender, sexual preference, civil status, and disabilities,
in accordance with the laws, employment contracts,
regulations and directives in force.
Staff recruiting for HBG Gaming is planned annually,
depending on the needs of the Group in connection
with recruiting specialists, and is required to comply
with the Code of Ethics.

In line with the company’s objective to promote
and maintain the organisational well-being of each
employee, HBG Gaming translates its commitment
into applying part-time and time-saving solutions
wherever possible. In particular, it protects maternity
and paternity leave.
In 2016, 41 employees benefited from parental leave:
30 women and 11 men.

TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL
GROWTH

Ensuring that your employees have a positive and stimulating work environment that attracts
talented people is a constant commitment of HBG Gaming.
Ensuring that your employees have a positive and
stimulating work environment that attracts talented
people is a constant commitment of HBG Gaming.
Human Resource management policies and tools
are part of HBG Gaming’s business strategy and are
consistent with the company’s vision of its own team:
Skilled and creative men and women who carry out
a complex set of activities, and make the creation of
new ideas and the evolution of new products and
services possible every day, in line with the Group’s
mission.
Training projects are an integral part of the business
strategy, they arise from discussion with internal
stakeholders and constantly contribute to improving
the way they work, increasing their professionalism

and spreading behaviours and practices of excellence.
2016 was characterised by intense training activity
as a result of the identification by HBG Gaming’s
Human Resources of the most useful issues for
professional development and the improvement of
business results, in light of specific company goals.

Particular attention was paid to training on
Responsible Gaming.
In 2016, HBG Gaming promoted a training course
for Hall managers for the knowledge and prevention
of pathological gambling risks, as well as general
knowledge of legitimate gaming regulations.
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Among the primary training initiatives were:
•

The workshop for “Well-being & Performance: Reflections and Operational Tools for Staff and Work Team
Development (Benessere & Performance: riflessioni e strumenti operativi per il miglioramento personale e
del proprio team di lavoro),” addressed to all office staff and replicated in 12 editions;

•

The “Master Gaming Certificate” training course, a three-year master’s centred around the gaming market
and aimed at enhancing technical and relational skills and developing teamwork;

•

The expansion of technical and specialist training activities. Parallel to the need to work on multidisciplinary
skills, the company has ad hoc expertise on technical-specialist skills in order to support both business
development goals and to meet specific needs arising from Performance Management results.
TOTAL TRAINING HOURS

T O T A L : 6,584

1,170
2,512

MANAG ER I AL
2,902

MU LTI D I S C I P LI NARY
TEC H NI C AL

H ALL T RAI N I N G

REGI ST ERED OF F I C E T RAI NI NG + I ND UC T I ON

HOURS

HOURS

WOMEN

MEN

TOTAL

WOMEN

MEN

TOTAL

MANAGERS

0

0

0

MANAGERS

0

163

163

EXECUTIVES

0

0

0

EXECUTIVES

2,260

2,542

4,802

WORKERS

396

508

904

WORKERS

186

529

715

TOTAL

396

508

904

TOTAL

2,446

3,234

5,680

TOTAL T RAI NI NG ( REGI ST ERED OF F I C E AND HAL L S)
HOURS

D W O M E N NE

MEN

TOTAL

MANAGERS

0

163

163

EXECUTIVES

2,260

2,542

4,802

WORKERS

582

1,037

1,619

TOTAL

2,841

3,742

6,584

AVERAGE TRAINING HOURS FOR STAFF

9.1

9.5

9.4
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“WELL-BEING AND PERFORMANCE” WORKSHOP

Organisational well-being embodies
the
organisation’s
ability
to
promote and maintain the physical,
psychological and social well-being
of workers at all levels and for all
roles.
Mutual listening, a “smart” approach
to communication, and the adoption
of more and more shared and engaged
development models allow HBG Gaming
employees to grow professionally in
a climate of organisational wellbeing, helping achieve business goals
to ensure a constant competitive
edge in the market.

In 2016, HBG Gaming created a
company-wide
Workshop
at
the
registered office, divided into 2
training days for each employee for
a total of 12 editions, with a focus
on organisational well-being divided
into five macro-themes:

• Stress management
• Relationship management
• Communication management
• Time & Priority management
• Work-life balance

The training results were excellent: on a scale from 1 to 4, the average score reached was 3.6. There has been
a strong interest in the themes discussed and the levels of openness, sharing and participation have been
strengthened.

HEALTH AND SAFETY OF EMPLOYEES

HBG Gaming is extremely sensitive to the issue of health and safety of individuals:
every year, all health inspection, training and monitoring activities are carried out in
a timely manner and always with greater adherence to legislation, also as an integral
part of the company’s general organisation.
In the knowledge that the adoption of international systems and standards is a valuable support in the development
of organisational models for continuous improvement, in 2016 HBG Gaming implemented intense verification
and improvement processes with the aim of adopting an OHSAS 18001-certified management model.
In the last quarter of 2016, a number of integrative activities were planned for the implementation of monitoring
and control systems for prevention, also in view of the fact that, following the transfer of HBG Arcades Srl,
Bingo Plus Srl and Latina Bingo Srl to HBG Entertainment Srl, finalised on 3/11/2016, the re-issue of the risk
assessment document was necessary.
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The primary activities carried out in 2016 were:
•

Environmental monitoring in all Group halls for
chemical and biological agents.

•

Implementation of the number of emergency
room operators in the halls that will be subjected,
within the procedures and timelines provided
by the company training programme, to the
educational and training courses provided by
Legislative Decree 81/08. This aspect, beyond
representing a veritable increase in operational
security levels, has been perceived as a system
of greater resource involvement   in company
activities.

•

Planning for the evaluation of work-related
stress, which will be implemented in 2017,

involving 100% of the company’s staff and not
just a representative sample of employees.
•

Completion of the computerisation process
of documents, launched in 2015, which now
offers all documentation provided by Legislative
Decree 81/08 in digital format and available in
real time on a shared platform.

•

Upgrading of health surveillance and staff
training, driven by HBG Gaming’s increasing
attention to the needs of its employees, which has
come to fruition with more frequent interventions
by the technicians and medical staff of our
Operating Units.

Focus on Health and Safety Education
In 2016, particular attention was paid to improving the training provision of Gaming Hall staff.
The primary aspects of intervention, which made the overall improvement in the quality of training possible
and conferred greater effectiveness on the training process, were of two types:
•

Logistics: more attention was paid to the areas dedicated to training, creating “ad hoc” classrooms in the
Gaming Hall, when possible, or finding external classrooms; in order to make the time devoted to training
more comfortable.

•

Organisational: Staff now convene for mandatory courses in small groups from the nearby Gaming Hall,
in order to engage in and debate on common themes.

COURS E TYPE

H E A LTH
TRA I N I N G

1,200
1,000

852

800
61

580

600

T OT A L P AR TICIP AN TS
364

737

400

1,589

220

200

TOTAL H OURS

144

0

0

50 0

1, 0 0 0

RE GI S TE RE D O FFI CE

1,5 0 0
GAMI N G HAL L

2,000

REGISTERED
OFFICE

GAMING HALL

CLASSROOM COURSE

ONLINE COURSE
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THE HBG GAMING TEAM

HBG GAMING WINS THE 6TH EDITION OF THE GAMING CUP

HBG Gaming beats Lottomatica 3-2 in the final
for the soccer tournament between eight Gaming companies

The HBG Gaming team at the 6th edition of the “Massimo Armellini Memorial” Gaming Cup, a soccer tournament in which eight
teams representing the gaming industry participated.

The success of HBG Gaming is the result of team play.
All our business processes share a common element:
people; and all of our strategies entrust their success
to the commitment and professionalism of the
individuals.
Team play is a delicate and complex objective, where
everyone shares in the goals to be attained, are aware
of their role, know with whom to communicate and
to whom the result of their work is relayed.
Our company distinguishes itself by the presence of
professional and behavioural harmony, where positive

business results seek to accompany relationships with
friendly, assertive individuals.
Those who join HBG Gaming encounter a friendly
and convivial atmosphere, and interact with a
company where people serve as the real competitive
lever.
In its skill and capacity for growth, the company is
able to react to market transformations as well as
constantly increase the quality of the service provided.
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INTERVIEW WITH FABIANA FUSCO,
HBG GAMING TEAM COACH
Hi Fabiana, let me first congratulate you on the Gaming
Cup win. Tell us, how did it go?
After a first tournament stage of ups and downs, some big games
came in, those from inside or outside, which did a good job at
getting us ready. Victory, I think, is the perfect reward for a group
of guys and colleagues who, over the months, have built something
fantastic and compelling; we had a difficult goal to reach when we
started training in October, but I’m of the mindset that, eventually,
dedication is always repaid.
Would you tell us about your passion for football and the
choice to become a coach?
I’ve been playing football since I was 15 and have always had a
strong passion for this sport. I still continue to feed my love for
football as a player but it was in 2012, the year I received my FIGC
licence, that I decided to start playing football not just as a player
but, feeling able to understand the needs of my students, having
been in their shoes for so many years, as a coach. The road is still
long, I don’t want to stop here, I want to keep studying to get the
Uefa B licence, a qualification that will allow me to lead all the
youth teams and all the first teams in the leagues organised by the
National Amateur League, including the D Series.
What was your impact with the HBG Gaming team?
In my past experiences I’ve always been training kids or youth; the
opportunity to train the HBG Gaming team was a nice challenge
for me. For the first time I found myself in front of my peers; I was
curious to see if they would welcome a female coach, fortunately
the team reaction was really positive.
Is there one element that, for you, describes this team?
The key characteristic of the team is the strength of the group, they
move, act and play as a single entity. I couldn’t ask for better.
In your opinion, how important is employees’ involvement
in non-work activities? Do you think a company team can
benefit the workplace and rapport among colleagues?
It is extremely important- these are opportunities that strengthen
the bonds of the working relationship. A company team strengthens
the rapport between colleagues by uniting them under the same
goal and making them cooperate for something that goes beyond
work.
This year, in March, there was a lot of outcry in the
replacement of Daniele Zoratto with coach Patrizia
Panico, the symbol of female football for the last 20 years,

for the leadership of the Under 16 national team. She has
been much discussed as the first Italian woman to lead a
male national football team. What’s it like being a woman
in a predominantly male environment?
Unfortunately, being a woman in a predominantly male
environment such as football is still not easy, you don’t always
get the best opportunities. However, I think great progress can
be made, taking the example of foreign countries where female
football is considered equal to male football. Patrizia Panico’s
case is a positive sign. She is someone I really admire and think
highly of, and who has served as an inspiration throughout my
career. The news of her assignment made me really happy, a great
accomplishment for her and for the entire movement of women’s
football.
We close the interview with the HBG Gaming team...
What are your observations on the team? Are you satisfied
with the experience?
As I mentioned previously, from the very beginning, the team
recognised my role as coach, listening to me and believing in my
work. Together we’ve made great strides, both on a personal and
a professional level, and I hope to have left good teaching as a
coach and a good memory as a person. Finally, I would like to
thank all the HBG Gaming team for giving me the opportunity to
experience this amazing adventure.
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THE NETWORK
The HBG Gaming Group, through the subsidiary HBG Connex S.p.a., has the operational
management of telematics networks, which follows the entire path, from receiving
approval to the installation and monitoring of AWP and VLT equipment.

Attention to the quality of service and the context of rules and regulations relating to business regularity
and transparency, as well as a continuous commitment to the diffusion of a legal and responsible gaming
culture, distinguish HBG Gaming’s relationship with its business partners.
In 2017, HBG Connex S.p.A. attained the ISO 27001: 2013 Certification. With the adoption of a formal
Information Management System related to the administrative processes and management of AWP and
VLT gaming systems, the company sought to strengthen the relationship of trust with its business partners,
distinguishing itself in the reference market.
THE AWP NETWORK

Retailers and managers are the owners of premises
and AWP machines, respectively. In 2016, the network
consisted of 9,372 establishments. HBG Gaming
continually performs a series of controls on operators to
detect any non-conformities and, in particular, to verify
the presence of informational material. The retailer
receives regulatory training for the proper use of AWPs by
the manager, while HBG Gaming provides information

material, responsible game documentation, and placards
for the prohibition of gaming for minors. It also provides
online training and customer service.
HBG Gaming strives for the loyalty of managers through
continuous listening and constant operational support.
The annual satisfaction of managers is monitored
through a customer satisfaction survey.
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VLT OPERATORS

Operators are the owners of premises dedicated to
VLT devices. HBG Gaming has 4,798 Video Lottery
installation permits, which are distributed in 466 VLT
halls, as well as in its Bingo Halls.
As a dealer, HBG Gaming is responsible for installing the
terminals and providing service support for its operators.
Inspections are also carried out to verify compliance with
regulations.

Operators are provided with the necessary training and all
gaming material, including responsible gaming billboards
and placards on the prohibition of minors.
HBG Gaming, in addition to dedicated assistance and
traditional tools, is able to offer its business partners a
range of innovative and highly technological services to
facilitate and enhance the business.

Is the online solution dedicated to the hall manager’s day-to-day operation.

HBG Desk is the solution that HBG Gaming offers to its
business partners in order to operate online and manage
all operations related to their Newslot and Videolottery
equipment.

HBG YouDesk is the new web platform offered by
HBG Gaming to its business partners in order to have
immediate control of their business, and is also available
on smartphones and tablets.

It’s the app for smartphones and tablets that allows you to
locate HBG Gaming circuit halls, geolocating them based
on your location.

HBG Pay is the web platform where HBG Gaming’s
business partners can activate electronic payment services
to be delivered to the point of sale.

LEGAL AND RESPONSIBLE GAMING:
HBG GAMING AND NETWORK
INVOLVEMENT

HBG Gaming involves its business partners in the
diffusion of a culture that is sensitive to the promotion of
responsible gaming.
Within the operator-dedicated portal, the company
provides all the material inherent to responsible gaming
and communication material aimed at the protection of
minors and their prohibition on access to gaming.
In addition, HBG Gaming has published a brochure on
PG aimed at the entire chain, and since 2015 has provided
an e-learning training course directed at Managers
under the title “PG - Pathology in Gambling (GAP – La

patologia nel gioco d’azzardo)”, accessible through the
dedicated platform.
The course aims to provide awareness to HBG
Gaming business partners of the growing
culture of responsibility and knowledge of issues
related to pathological gambling within gaming
environments.   It also aims to provide the necessary
tools for operators and staff members to facilitate the
pathological player with access to the helpline, as well as
associations and public and private facilities that can guide
and assist him/her.
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RELATIONSHIP
WITH SUPPLIERS
According to the HBG Gaming Code of Ethics, the supply of goods and services must
be guided by internal business procedures based on criteria for quality, cost and
impartiality, as well as fairness and objectivity in the evaluation of the performance
provided, so that supplier relations are conducted with the utmost integrity and mutual
trust.
The level of HBG Gaming’s service is directly influenced by the quality of external supplies, their cost and
supply times. For this reason, the company focuses great attention on compliance with service standards and
regulatory requirements as well as expectations of its stakeholders, while maintaining direct and transparent
communication with its Suppliers.

TRANSPARENCY IN THE RELATIONSHIP WITH SUPPLIERS

HBG Gaming manages fairly and transparently all stages
of the purchasing process, and has established a dedicated
office, the AFAG (Suppliers and General Acquisitions
Administrative Office [l’Ufficio Amministrazione
Fornitori ed Acquisti Generali]), with the aim of ensuring
supply and control processes for purchased goods and

services that are in line with the principles stated and
observed by the Group: HBG Gaming requires its
suppliers to comply with the Corporate Code of Ethics,
which is brought to their attention at the time of request
for accreditation through the Suppliers Portal.

There were 1,213 suppliers managed by HBG Gaming in 2016.
HBG Gaming has been equipped with effective
management tools to support the various stages of supply.
This guarantees:
•

•

•

•

Centralised and structured management of
Suppliers’ records, their administrative/accounting
references, product categories for which qualification
is required, etc.;

Managing the documentation of suppliers and
their expiration/renewal/withdrawal (“document
timetable”), with automatic notification mechanisms
that indicate the impending expiry of documents to
providers;

•

Process of accreditation, validation and approval
of Suppliers, according to clear and defined
requirements and features;

Structured and monitored offer request management
from the various departments and tenders, in
accordance with the budget defined for each
department;

•

Management of the supplier evaluation process,
based on configured criteria, weights and scoring
classes.

Charting and storing all daily activities (e-mails,
appointments, faxes, letters) carried out on these
records;
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SELECTION AND EVALUATION
CRITERIA FOR SUPPLIERS

At HBG Gaming, the Suppliers’ Register is active and
accessible to all subjects who wish to register as a supplier
and apply for accreditation.
The register was created to facilitate the knowledge of
new suppliers and strengthen relationships with those
already working with the company.
The Suppliers’ Register, automating the selection,
accreditation and negotiation process, tracks the process
and ensures maximum transparency throughout the
purchasing process, optimising times and providing the
tools needed to manage relationships throughout the
contract duration.
Through the HBG Gaming portal, the following
documents are available:
•
•
•
•

HBG Gaming Code of Ethics (Mandatory
acceptance)
Organisational, Management and Control
Models (pursuant to Legislative Decree 231/01) (Mandatory acceptance)
Privacy Policy
User’s Manual

In turn, HBG Gaming providers must submit the
necessary documentation through the portal to verify
the general and specific prerequisites for the reference
product type required for qualification purposes.
The AFAG’s preliminary assessment is intended to verify
the existence of some essential prerequisites to satisfy

HBG Gaming’s requirements and, without which, a
working relationship cannot be established, including
compliance with health and safety regulations and the
proper fulfilment of obligations towards employees.
For accredited suppliers, the final evaluation is performed,
namely the quality control of the performance effectively
provided as well as the compliance of service levels, in
order to evaluate the validity of the selection made.
Annually, HBG Gaming evaluates the supply by assigning
a score with regard to predefined goals and parameters.
The evaluation of Suppliers is based on compliance with
contract and order provisions and on tracking deviations
between agreed services, the Service Level Agreements
(SLAs,) and service levels effectively disbursed.
These assessments may change the suppliers’ status and,
in extreme cases, lead to exclusion from the list.
The monitoring of SLAs and the assessment of particular
elements, such as compliance with delivery times and
specifications, as well as the correctness of technical
and administrative documents, allow for overall supplier
analysis and calculation of a comprehensive Vendor
Rating Index (VR) and partial indexes related to essential
categories (Punctuality, Availability, Flexibility).
This procedure provides full and consistent performance
monitoring as well as continuous improvement
opportunity.

STRATEGIC SUPPLIERS

Strategic vendors are providers of goods and services that are closely related to the core business.
The efficiency of strategic partners is crucial to ensuring the optimal level of service offered, and the competitiveness of
these suppliers depends on the quality of entertainment of the gaming end consumer.
The evaluation of strategic suppliers is also carried out with a Verification Audit at the partners’ operational centres.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
COMMITMENT
HBG Gaming operates within the conviction that the environment is a heritage to
be safeguarded for the interest of all, and although it acts within a sector of low
environmental criticality, it is inspired by the principles of eco-sustainability and
reduction of direct and indirect environmental impacts attributable to their business.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN HBG GAMING

HBG Gaming is committed, with all those who
work within the Company and with whom it shares
relationships, to spreading awareness that it is
necessary to protect the natural environment for the
benefit of future generations, through the rational
use of energy and the use of recovery and resourcesaving strategies.

In 2016, HBG Gaming carried out a strong awareness and
involvement campaign for employees at the head office,
where staff were invited to implement more rigorously the
correct disposal of waste, particularly plastic, by placing
placards positioned on special collectors, and promoting
a paper, ink and toner waste reduction campaign,
also providing technical tips on print production, in
collaboration with the IT office.
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WE WORK FOR A REDUCTION IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE PRINTER
Dear colleagues,
Because printing always generates an environmental impact, we
encourage you to avoid unnecessary waste of paper, ink and toner.
Some studies show that 80% of a printer’s CO2 emission is related
to the use of paper.

FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

TO CONSERVE ENERGY,
TURN OFF LIGHTS
AND AIR-CONDITIONING

You can significantly reduce CO2 emissions by following some printing
suggestions:
•

It is the user’s responsibility to print only when strictly
necessary and to retrieve it promptly from the common printer
trays. To avoid forgetting printed documents, please print using
your personal user code (if you do not have one, ask for help
from the IT office).

•

It is a good idea to use the preview feature, which you can select
from the printer tool bar, to verify the document’s appearance
before printing and to set, if not already established, the
printing function to both sides of the paper.

•

It is recommended to not create chaos in printing areas by
forgetting the existence of documents, proofs, white papers,
etc. by removing the printed documents as soon as possible and
discarding unnecessary prints in designated paper baskets.

•

It is a good idea to not remove prints by other colleagues
so they are not re-printed. To prevent this from happening,
you are encouraged to replace the mistakenly collected prints
in the furnished area in front of the printers. Please pay
particular attention to cover documents that indicate user name,
document name, and print time. If, even in this case, you need
to move someone else’s prints, please hurry to place them in the
furnished area without altering the sequence of the pages.

ENERGY
SAVING

Regarding energy consumption,
HBG Gaming wished to limit
resource waste at the head office and
in the Bingo halls, where efficient
and low-impact technologies were
adopted, both for heating and for
the heat sources used in kitchens.

FOR PLASTIC
RECYCLING

MATERIALS

Bingo halls with internal food service
management have drastically reduced the use
of plastic kitchenware, with an aim of greater
environmental sustainability. During the catering
service offered at Bingo hall tables, dishes are
served on ceramic plates, using glass cups and
steel cutlery. The paper used in the restaurant
service is exclusively ecological
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MOBILITY

HBG Gaming is committed to adopting and implementing measures to reduce the environmental impact of
company vehicles: the car park consists of low-emission CO2 models, including a hybrid motor car.

LOW ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
CAR PARK

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Green Fleet: The average level of CO2 emissions is
in the B range.
The least polluting models.
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OTHER ECO-SUSTAINABLE ACTIVITIES

Other HBG Gaming activities are linked to noise
reduction in Bingo halls, which are progressively
monitored according to an assessment plan affecting all
rooms.

Particular attention is paid to differentiated collection, in
addition to respecting local regulations, with the voluntary
collaboration and involvement of all company employees.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Consumption includes the Head Office and 16 Bingo
Halls. For the Massawa Bingo Hall in Turin, for which
the reporting of electricity is solely economical and not
from consumers, an estimate has been made with respect

ELECTRICITY (K WH)

to rooms of similar size in square metres of surface area.
The VIP Bingo Hall in Palermo was only acquired in
November 2016 and the Naples Bingo Hall in May 2017.

2 01 4

2 01 5

2 01 6

9,619,213

10,205,756

10,350,408

chapter
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THE GAMING WITH CASH PRIZES SECTOR

The Gaming Industry has evolved and today is
characterised by the ability to offer advanced
services, thanks to a new development model
distinguished by its strong technological
innovation and intensive use of Information and
Communication Technology. The entire industrial
and service chain that characterises the gaming
industry has developed in recent years, recording
significant growth rates..

INDUSTRY NUMBERS
The
products
of
the
Italian
gaming system are offered via two
distribution channels, the physical
network and online channels:
•

The physical network consists of
nearly 100,000 points of sale;

•

The
online
channel
includes
approximately 350 sites that
offer gaming and are managed by
legal operators (2016 data).

There
are
approximately
150,000
businesses in the industry, including
hardware and software manufacturers,
tobacco shops and outlets, where
gaming is complementary to the main
business activity.
Employees exceed 200,000, of which
20,000 are directly employed in the
gaming sector and 180,000 within the
industry.
(Source: ACADI)
Legal gaming in Italy is a significant
driving force for our economy and
represents approximately 1.1% of GDP.

CONSUMER PROFILE:
F O C U S O N T H E S L O T / V L T P L AY E R
With respect to gaming consumers,
according to data provided by recent
research from the Milton Friedman
Institute regarding the collection
of proceeds from legal gaming and
the corresponding expenditure of
Italians,
particularly
regarding
Slot Machines and Video Lottery
Terminals, the daily expenditure of
Italians in Slot/VLT equals half the
price of a cup of coffee.
In summary, according to the Institute:
actual Italian expenditure, i.e.,
money that comes straight from
pockets, for all gaming types is 19
billion, of which little more than
half is spent on Slot Machines and
Video Lottery Terminals. To obtain
the per capita data, that sum was
divided by the number of potential
users:
approximately
46
million
Italian citizens of legal age and 4
million foreign residents of legal
age.
The result is 196 Euro per capita.
Actual spending is 0.54 Euro per day,
half the cost of a cup of coffee.
The Institute also compares the
0.54 Euro spent by Italians per day
for Slot Machines and VLTs with the
average daily expenditure for other
consumer goods, such as cigarettes
(4.70 Euro), coffee (0.96 Euro), to
provide an indication of the low
incidence of gaming in the Italian
portfolio.
(Source: Jamma)
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ECONOMIC
PERFORMANCE
The HBG Gaming Group collected € 4.712 billion in 2016, up 3.5% from the previous year,
and the market share was 4.9% compared with 5.2% in 2015 and 5.1% from 2014.
Group revenues amounted to € 435 million, up 1.9% compared to 2015.
The EBIT, i.e., operating income corresponding to the profit prior to financial management and taxes, in 2016
was € 17.1 million, an increase of 21.6% compared to 2015.
PRIMARY GROUP DATA

201 6

201 5

VA R I ATI O N %

REVENUES

435,013

4 2 7,1 0 0

1.9%

OPERATING PROFIT (EBIT)

1 7, 07 7

14,040

21.6%

PROFIT PRIOR TO TAXES

10,457

6,139

70.3%

INCOME TAX OR EXPENDITURE

6,611

6,088

8.6%

YEAR’S PROFIT

3,846

51

data in thousands of Euro

12.14%

1.89%
W I NN I NGS

6.83%

E XC H E Q UE R

S UBJ E C TS I N C H A R G E
O F C O L L E C TI O N

H BG GA M I N G

79.14%
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CONTRIBUTION TO
THE EXCHEQUER
In 2016, the gaming market in Italy amounted to € 95.969 billion in terms of collection, an
increase of 7.720 billion from 2015 (+ 8.75%). Actual player expenditure was 19.069 billion.
In fact, to obtain this figure, the total amount of winnings to be disbursed, amounting to
€ 76.900 billion, increased by 5.753 billion compared to 2015 (+ 8.09%).

PROPORTION OF HBG GAMING
COLLECTION IN 2016

OV E R A L L
CO L L EC T IO N

W IN N IN GS

EXCHEQUER *

R EMUN ER ATI O N FO R
THE R EMA I N I N G CHA I N

HB G G A MI N G

4,712

3,729

572

322

89

* Including Italian Customs and Monopoly Agency fee

Payout at market level was 80.1% of collection;
10.5% went to the Exchequer and 9.37% to the
gaming industry (dealer companies, managers and
establishments), compared to 10.23% from the
previous year and 10.61% in 2014.
Tax revenue from gaming amounted to € 10.075
billion in 2016, up 2.004 billion compared to the
8.071 billion in 2015 (+ 24.83%).

data in millions of Euro

The HBG Gaming Group contributes € 4.712
billion to Collection, with total winnings of
3.729 billion, or 79.1% of collection.
Applicable taxes are 572 million (12.14%), net
remuneration for group companies equals 89 million
(1.89% of collection) and the remaining chain (subject
to collection) benefits from an amount of 322 million
(6.83% of the total).
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THE CREATION OF
WEALTH AND ITS
DISTRIBUTION
The Consolidated Financial Statements highlight the Added Value, that is, the portion
of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) generated by HBG Gaming, and how the wealth
generated is shared among the stakeholders.

The Global Added Value is the wealth
generated by the Company. It also includes
amortisation and was equal to € 57.191
million in 2016.

Global Net Added Value, also in
2016, was € 41.298 million, up 17.7%
from 2015, amounting to € 6.210
million.

Breakdown among the various company stakeholders
was as follows:
•

68% went to Staff Remuneration

•

16% are taxes in favour of Public Administration

•

6.2% is the remuneration of Lenders for loan
capital

•

There was no dividend distribution to
Shareholders for which risk capital was not
remunerated

•

Company remuneration equal to retained
earnings was 9.3%

•

0.5% went to the Community
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DETERMINATION OF ADDED VALUE

201 6

%

201 5

%

PR ODU C TI ON VA LUE

435 ,5 1 9

100%

42 8 ,1 90

100%

REVENUES F RO M SA L ES A ND S ERVIC ES

431,044

OT H ER REVENUES A ND INCO ME

4,475

PR ODU C TI ON COSTS

378 ,62 3

423,993
4,197
87 %

37 1 ,7 1 0

FOR RAW, ANCILLARY AND CONSUMABLE MATERIALS AND GOODS

2,451

1,901

FO R S ERVIC ES

362,036

353,086

FO R T H E US E O F T H IRD PA RTY A SS ETS

4,420

4,380

PROVIS IO NS

700

3,076

VA RY ING MA NAGEMENT C H A RGES

9,016

9,267

C HA R AC TER I STIC A DDED VA LUE

5 6,8 96

FINANC IAL INCO ME A ND EXT RAO RDINA RY CO MPO NENTS

295

GR OS S GLOBA L A DDE D VA LU E

57,1 9 1

A MO RT ISAT IO N A ND DEPREC IAT IO N

15,893

NE T GLOBA L A DDED VA LUE

41 , 2 9 8

1 3%

5 6 , 48 0

87 %

1 3%

214
1 3%

5 6,694

1 3%

21,606
9%

35 ,0 8 8

8%

data in thousands of Euro

DISTRIBUTION OF ADDED VALUE

201 6

%

201 5

%

STA F F R EMU NE R ATI ON

2 8 ,0 9 9

68 .0 4%

2 5 ,6 61

7 3.1 0 %

STA F F COSTS

26 , 62 8

24 , 2 57

S EVERANC E INDEMNITY A ND RET IREMENT PENS IO N

1 , 47 1

1,404

PUB LI C A DMINI STR ATION R E MUNE R ATI ON

6 ,61 1

TAX ES

6 , 611

LOA N C A PI TA L R E MUNE R ATION

2 ,55 3

EXP ENSES FO R LO NG-T ERM A ND S H O RT-T ERM A SS ETS

2 , 553

R IS K C A PI TA L R E MUNE R ATION

-

DIST RIBUT ED EA RNINGS

-

COMPA NY R E MUNE R ATI ON

3,8 46

RETA INED EA RNINGS

3 , 84 6

TR A NS F E R S TO THE COMMU NI TY

189

LO C A L TAX ES A ND F EES

61

DO NAT IO NS A ND S PO NSO RS H IPS

12 8

NET GLOBA L A DDE D VA LU E

41 , 2 98

1 6.01 %

6,0 8 8

1 7. 40 %

6 , 0 88
6.1 8 %

3,1 7 5

9.0 0 %

3 ,175
0 .0 %

-

9 . 31 %

51

0 .0 0 %

0 .1 0 %

51
0 . 46%

113

0 . 30 %

57
56
100%

35 ,0 8 8

100%

data in thousands of Euro
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HOW TO READ
THIS REPORT
The HBG Gaming Social Report, publishing its fourth edition in 2016,
represents the primary tool for programming, reporting and communicating
values, strategies and results in terms of corporate social responsibility and
sustainability.

It expresses the relationship between economic aspects and
social values, reports financial data and provides guidance
on aspects of legality, professionalism and innovation in a
rationale based on the utmost transparency.
It is drawn up on an annual basis and contains data and
information relating to the year ending 31 December
2016, with the exception of some information whose date
of revision is indicated directly in the text.
The scope of the report remains unchanged compared
to last year.
The data, indicators and activities carried out refer to
HBG Gaming Srl and its subsidiaries: HBG Connex
SpA, HBG Entertainment Srl, Bingo Plus Srl, HBG
Arcades Srl, Latina Bingo Srl, G&G Srl, Bingo Vip Srl,
HBG Online Gaming Srl, HBG Active Srl, HBG Pay Srl,
HBG Immobiliare Srl and Innovalia Srl. They include
New Slot, Video Lottery, Bingo, Online Games and
Physical Bets.
The selection of subjects and the detail of the content
to be made has been based on a structured process of
materiality analysis and is determined by the weight on
the sustainability strategy for HBG Gaming and the
relevance for stakeholders.

The data and document collecting process is
coordinated and managed by the CSR Function; all
Business Units and Departments were involved and
data was verified by function managers.

The economic, financial and governance data are taken
directly from the Consolidated Financial Statements,
which have been audited by external and independent
auditors. Environmental and staff data and data related
to other relevant topics are collected with the responsible
functions.
Where possible, the 2016 data were compared with those
of the previous year, and in some significant cases the
trend was presented over several years, also by the use of
charts and tables.
The market data refer to the YEAR 2016 ITALIAN
CUSTOMS AND MONOPOLY BLUE BOOK
(LIBRO BLU AGENZIA DOGANE E MONOPOLI
ANNO 2016) and the WHITE PAPER ON PUBLIC
GAMING (LIBRO BIANCO DEI GIOCHI
PUBBLICI) published by ACADI.
The 2016 Social Report is drafted in accordance with the
Reporting Guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative
in the G4 version. Content has been defined on the
basis of the materiality analysis in accordance with said
Guidelines and the results are associated with the list of
material aspects listed in the standard. The result is shown
in the GRI G4 CORRESPONDENCE TABLE.
According to the coverage of standards and indicators
associated with material aspects, the GRI G4 adherence
level is “in accordance - core”.
The 2016 Social Report was audited by the law firm
responsible for legal review, Deloitte & Touche SpA.
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STRUCTURE OF THE 2016 SOCIAL REPORT

The 2016 Social Report is composed of 4 chapters:

IDENTITY AND LEGALITY
•
•
•
•

Group Profile
Governance
Quality and Certifications
The Gaming Market

SOCIAL PERFORMANCE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HBG Gaming and its Stakeholders
Legal and Responsible Gaming
Dialogue with Consumers
Collaboration with Associations
Dialogue with Institutions
Community Initiatives
HBG Gaming Research

R E L AT I O N A L P E R F O R M A N C E
•
•
•
•

Men and Women in HBG Gaming
The Network
Relationship with Suppliers
Environmental Commitment

ECONOMIC DIMENSION
•
•
•

Economic Performance;
Contribution to the Exchequer
The Creation of Wealth and its Distribution

The 2016 Social Report was audited by the law
firm responsible for legal review, Deloitte &
Touche SpA.
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The leitmotif of the fourth edition of the HBG Gaming Social Report is
e m b o d i e d b y “ c o n t e m p o r a n e i t y”. B e i n g a c o n t e m p o r a r y c o m p a n y m e a n s
keeping up with the times, confronting the challenges of innovation and
maintaining a proactive attitude towards all the essential issues in our
industry: transparency, legality, security and responsible gaming, both in
relation to prevention and research.
Te c h n o l o g i c a l l y s p e a k i n g , i t m e a n s p r o v i d i n g a s e c u r e , a d v a n c e d a n d
certified network, enhancing the relationship of trust with its partners.
I would like to thank all the HBG Gaming Staff who have achieved the
momentous results described in this volume, and in particular all those
who have collaborated in the drafting of the 2016 Social Report.

GIUSEPPE CALZOLAIO
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